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Abstract

This study explores the impact of being a human service provider on the persona1 lives of
immigrant workers who serve members of their own community.
A review of the literature indicates that limited research exists which is directly focussed
on the lives of immigrant service providers and the implications of providing services to
their own ethnic community rnembers.
Using a qualitative research approach, individual interviews were conducted with
immigrant human service providers. Interviews focused on workers' Iives at work, in the
home and in the comrnunityAnalysis of the data shows that these hurnan service providers expenence pressures
related to being a public figure in the community. AI1 face conflicting, high and
unrealistic expectations and stmggle with being involved with clientele in areas which go
over and above that required by their job description. The study participants are required
to deaI with a job that crosses into farnily and social life. Adjustrnents made to ways o f
working are evident and are outlined in the findings.
The ideas emerging from this study led the researcher to an entirely different body of
literature which outlines issues consistent with the findings on the lives of faith g o u p
leaders. Issues for supervisors of immigant service providers are discussed.
Recommendations emergïng frorn the study include the need to recognize the issues
faced by immigrant human service providers working with their own communities and
challenges to supervisors. Further exploration of literature related to the lives of faith
group leaders, particularly writings regarding training and support of workers, may prove
useful.
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Introduction

CHAPTER ONE: Introduction
Soon after completing a Bachelor of Social Work degree I bezan working in a
settlement service asency; an organization which provides support to new immigrants
and their families. My job was to provide some direct service as well as coordinate the
settlement services unit which, over time, was compnsed of four to nine staff. My
colleapes were, for the most part, immigrants themselves. Only N o short terrn staff had
been bom in Canada to immigrant parents. 1 am a fourth generation Canadian of German
ancestry-

Given Linguistic and cultural similarities, staff worked primarily with

members of their ocvn communities. Over the y e x s of working with immigrant
colleagues in this setting, 1observed significant differences in the expectations placed on
them by their clientele and community from those placed on myself and other nonrninorityl staff. These expectations seemed to have an impact on rny colleagues Iives,
both in and outside of work. It was these observations and expenences which motivated
me to do this research. The objective of this thesis is to explore the effects of beins a
human service provider on the persona1 lives of immigrant workers who serve members

of their own community,

In a monthly activity report, I noted that .Tana2referred to si,eficant work done in
the evenings and on weekends. Regular work hours were during the week days, although
staffdid maintain a flexible schedule to accommodate clientele as appropriate- Jana was

?he r e m s majonty and minority do not refer to groups defined by nurnbers, rather to groups defincd by power hcld in
sociery. See Xppendix A for more dctailed definitions of this and other terrns used in this thesis.
'AII names or other identieinç information has been changed in order to maintain confidentiality.
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not taking any time off during the days- When discussing this with her, Jana taked of
receiving on average ten work related phone calls each evening. She did acknowledge

that it was becoming dificult to manage, but was not sure what to do. She had ctianged
to an unlisted number, however the new number was soon passed around the community
as she was also involved in the community association. Jana tried to ask the people to
call her during the day, but that ofien did not yield results, Afier considering the options,
we agreed that the work place would cover costs associated with purchasing an
answering machine. That way she could screen calls and still pick up the telephone if it
was not a work rdated call. After a couple of weeks, I asked Jana if there had been a
change. She admitted ro not using the machine. Not only was it seen a s rude and people
in her community were afiaid of it, but clients began to arrive at her door in person. She

preferred to deal with the telephone rather than too much ifi-person traffic.

Jana's dilemma was not unusual.

In fact, each immigrant staff person 1 have

worked with experienced this to varying degrees, usually not claiming the over-tirne
hours in their monthly activity reports.

For rnany social workers, the end of the working day means leaving the office and
going to a home life where fi-iends and comrnunity are relatively separate and apart fiom
the clientele seen at work. Even if we do involve ourselves in volunteer cornmittees or
boards and participate in social events which include the people who are our clientele, we
are usually able to maintain clear boundaries between these events and Our persona1 lives.
We are able to avoid the situation where we are expected by our employer to provide
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professiona1 support, counselling, referral and information during the day and in fact be a
neighbour, finend, brother or sister to the same people every evening and weekend. In
addition to dealing with work issues "after work," s t a f f were codkonted with conflicts
and dilemmas at work whicl-i 1 did mot personally encounter.

Staff would encounter

cultural dilemmas where the "Canadiad' way was in direct contrast to the expectations of
their clientele and their own ways o f sotving problerns-

Hieu irnmigrated as an adult amd completed his Bachelor of Social Work degee
in Canada. He came to speak to me about the situation of a client; a young, unrnarried
woman who just discovered she w a s pregnant.

This was a great disgrace in the

c o m u n i t y . Both she and her boyfiiend had fearfully approached Hieu for assistance.
Hieu's North Arnerican understanding of assistance was to provide information about
options and fully support whatever they might decide. The expectations and desires of
this couple, however, were not consistent with this approach. When 1 asked what would
have happened in their home country, Xieu repIied that they would seek the advice of an
elder and that the elder would tell them exactly what to do. Hieu \iras seen as the elder by
this young couple. M e r considerable struggle and discussion around ethics, values and
cultural sensitivity, Hieu was able to take a moderate approach, one which gave more
direction than might be accepted of a sacial worker here, yet less than that of the elder in

his home country.

The examples from rny work illustrated the rnany times that 1observed immigrant

colleagues being pushed and challenged in ways that 1 did not experience.

These
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situations were cownon experiences for my immigrant colleagues- 1 observed their
desire to relate to their communlty rnembers for support, belonging and firiendship. At
the s m e time, they faced the challenge of being the one who spoke the language,

completed the applications, made the referrals and accornpanied a sick one to the hospital
for a midnight ernergency.

Recognizing that there has been a rise in the number of rninority service providers
entering social seMce occupations, 1 can only assume that others are experiencing the
same issues. The University of Manitoba Faculty of Social Work reports an increase in
enrollment of aboriginal and immigrant students in the past decade. Many o f these
students wilI work with clienteIe who are rnembers of their own community.

The experisnces in my work and knowing that many more service providers could
be affected in similar ways influenced my focus of study when 1 began graduate studies

in social work. Every project, paper or presentation 1 tackled had something to do with
immi=gant service providers. The common thread throughout any of the research was the
lack of literature or previous work done regarding immigrant workers who provided
services within thsir own communities. 1 discuss this fûrther in the literature review
found in Chapter Two.

1 have recently been introduced to qualitative research methodologies through

readings and discussions with fellow students and professors. This research approach is
appealing to me as it seerns to give a true voice to what is being said and hotv it is being
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said, providing deeper insight into the questions being asked 1 hope that in using this
approach, 1 will learn about listening to the words and meaning of those speaking.
Chapter Three discusses the qualitative methodology used for this research; my reasons
for using these methods, identification and contacting of participants, the data collection
and analysis, the process of writing and the joys and challenges encountered throughout.

My interest in this topic over the p s t years has led ne-to discuss it with every
immigrant service provider I encountered. This discussion was continuously met with
resounding support and acknowledgement from immigrant coi leagues on both the
relevance o f this topic and the sipificant impact of the work on their lives- Many had
never previously been asked about this impact- The discussion of h d i n g s in Chapter
Fou; shares how the lives of the immigrant service providers interviewed are affected,
according to their own words.

Given the limited literature Eomd when writing the second chapter, tackling the
discussion in Chapter Five meant going back to areas of Iiterature which I may have
previously missed or had not thought to be of relevance. L M ~conclusion and
recornmendations are found in the final chapter. AIthough this research focuses on
immigrant service providers as the minority group, it has been my hope that the findings
could be transferred to other groups such as aboriginal social workers working within
their o ~ v ncornmunities or to those workins in rural areas. It has also been my hope that
t his research would have implications for social work education, supervision, support and
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self-care and point to areas for m e r study. These recornrnendations are presented in
Chapter Six.

It was my intent that through this research 1 would keep an open mind to hearing
the participants' words. I was challenged to learn how to balance my own expenences
and assumptions with what 1heard in data collection; similar or different as they may be.
Listening to the participants' words resulted in affuming many of m y own experiences
and challenging other assumptions. It also resulted in learning new information about the
impact of the work on immigrant service providers' Iives.

Literature Review

CBAPTER TWO: Literature Review
The majority o f papers 1 have written throughout university years have dealt in
one way or another with service provision for irnrni30rants Where possible, the focus of
course work, projects, presentations and terrn papers led me to researching the literature

in areas such as cross-cultural social work, ethnic diversity in practice, multi-cultural
supervision, frarneworks for settlement service delivery and diversity in group work
practice. The following literature review presents an overview o f the most relevant
writings, discusses how these writings contribute to the work of immigrant service
providers and points out areas which are not addressed, al1 in relation to this research.
Before proceeding to the review of the literature, however, I tum to social work theory in
order to present the theoretical fiarnework that illustrates the way in which 1 approach
this research.

Theoretical Frarnework
I believe that al1 individuals are guided in their thoughts, actions, views ofothers
and in their relationships by a set of internal rules which are ofien quite unconscious. 1
explore Iater in this chapter how tliese rules or guidelines corne as a result of beliefs,
culture, values and life experiences. In the social work profession, there are similar types
of internal rules that guide a worker's practice. These organized guidelines, referred to as
theories, are based on a set of ideas which attempt to explain how human beings respond
in social relations. They offer guidance on how workers should act when doing social

work (Payne, 1997). Theories which guide practice are taught in schools of social work
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and, as a result, may be leamed and intemalized by the practitioner over time. In addition
to learned theones of practice, experiences in work and in Me, as weU as age-old values
al1 contribute to the theoretical eamework which fonns the way a worker sees the world-

My own theoretical framework is denved fiom a combination of classroom and Iife
experiences and will no doubt continue to evolve with time, learning and more
expenence.
EcoIogical Perspective
When looking back at my undergraduate social work courses, the theory that most
influenced my way of Iooking at the world was taken from the ecological perspective.
This perspective, while having adopted many theoretical concepts, is often explained
within the context of general systems theory (Greene & Ephross, 199 1). General systems
theory offers a framework to analyze cornplex adaptive relations between individu& and
other sub-systems such as their family, relatives, school, work, place of worship,
neighborhood and community (Lurn, 2000). An ecolo,oical theonst's pnmary assumption
is that the relations between individuals and their sub-systems are inseparable and that

they forrn a unitary system tvhere each shapes the other (Germain & Gitterrnan, 1980).
Ecological theory is concerned with "an adaptive, evolutionary view of human
beings in constant interchange with al1 elernents of their environment" (Germain &
Gitterman, 1980, p. 5). A key word in this last statement is adaptive. The idea of
adaptation is an essential concept in ecologicat theory. It is believed that people are goaldirected, purposefül and adaptive, striving for goodness of fit with their environment
(Robbins, Chattej e e & Canda, 1998).
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A basic assumption here is that people strïve for a goodness of fit with their
environment because of the interdependence between them, ancl, in doing so, people
and their environrnents constantly chanse and shape one another. This adaptations
process, which is biological, psychological, social, and cultural, is both reciprocal
and continuous @. 35).

My own concepts of human interactions with many sub-systems and the desire
and need for mutual chanse with the environment is similar to those presented in

ecological theory- Of particular interest to me is the use of an ecological perspective
when considering cultural differences between individuaIs and their environrnent.
Ecological theory is concerned with power imbalances and the way in which certain
groups in society are devalued (Greene & Ephross, 1991). Returning to the concept of
goodness o f f i , if there is not a good match between the individual and the environrnent,

the fit is poor. A nutritive environment can offer the necessary resources, securïty and
support at the right times and in appropriate ways. This in turn allows the individual to
change themselves and the environment to achieve a better match or goodness of fit
(1991).

In the same way that a service provider should consider the goodness of fit

between their client and the clients' sub-systems, so should emp loyers and supervisors
consider how the work environment, related systems and immigrant service providers
influence and support one another.
P luralism
1 began this section by stating that an ecological perspective was most influential

for me when looking back at course work. Since working in asencies together with

immigrant colleagues and clients, 1 have become more directly aware of the inequities
and unfair treatment of ethnic minority groups. While 1 have continued to appreciate
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theories which pertain to the understanding of human behavioun; 1 have t m e d to antidiscriminatory and ad-oppressive perspectives in order to better understand my own and
the society's role in this oppression. My perspectives can best be described through
concepts fiom theories on pluralism.

Sartori (1997) talks of tolerance and pluralism as different yet strongly related

concepts. m i l e tolerance respecrs values, pluralism posirs values.

For pluralism affirms the belief that diversity and dissent are values that enrich
individuals as well as their polities and societies.. ..That difference (and not
unifonnity), dissent (and not unanirnity), change (and not irnmutability) and 'good
tl-iings' -these are the value-beliefs that properly belong to the cultural context of
pluralism and that a pluralistic culture should convey in order to be true to its
name. (pp- 58-63)
Cultural pluralism is described in Payne (1997) as a view which accepts that in
many societies there exist a variety of ethnic groups, each maintaining their cultural
patterns to a greater or lesser extent, Spreading knowledge m-d experience of different
cultures is encouraged and al1 cultures are valued- This approach lsads to policies in
multiculturalism which in tum affirm the reality of cultural diversity. lndividuals should
be encouraged to keep much of what is distinctive in their cultura1 traditions and integate
diverse cultural traditions in society.

Cultural pluralism opposes a single dominant

culture, resulting in services becoming more appropriate and responsive to the diverse
needs of the clientele.

Literature Revieu-

Summary of Theoretical Framework
By sharing in the concepts of cultural pluralism, 1 see immigrant service providers
and their ciientele as belonging to g o u p s equal to any other, al1 of whom should be ~ i v e n
equal opportunities and treatrnent, who should be respected for their values and should be
encouraged to maintain culhiral traditions and to spread their knowledge and cultural
experiences.

By maintaining an ecologicai perspective, 1 see that the individual

immigrant service providers have an effect on and are affected by their environment;
such as their colleagues, families, clients, supervisors and outside agencies- 1 view al1 of
these systems as being adaptable as the systerns react and change, ideally moving toward

a more culturally pluralistic environment. It is with this theoretical orientation that 1
review and analyze relevant literature and carry out this research.

Overview of Literature Review

1 begin with thernes and trends in literature that deal wirh sen-ice dcliveq- in an

ethnically diverse context. After looking at cross-cultural social work in genzral, I rnovs
to authors who discuss clientele who are irnmigants and refiigees both in general and
when one works with a specific ethnic group such as Vietnamese o r Latino. These
wntings show how the literature often assumes that the semice provider is of the
dominant culture and the client the ethnic rninority. Erner5sjng ::terature in cross-cultural
social work recognizes that more and more rninority workers are entenng human szrvice
provision occupations.

Following this, literature is revien-ed n-hich explores the

implications on practice when there is an ethnic match ben\-een client and n-orker.

Literature Review

Disciplines searched inchde social work, psychology, sociology, health and immigrant
related materiai in general-

The work in which 1 was involved for a number of years and which led me to the
topic of this thesis is settlement senices for new immigrants- The majonty of workers in
settlement services came to Canada as immigrants or refugees themselves and are
predominantly assigned to work with their own communities~Hoping to find information
on how this work affects the Iives of the immigrant semice providers, 1 explored
information available on settlement services in Canada.

Cross-cultural social work education and supervision were the next areas 1
explored, assuming that training and support would be integral to the well being of
service providers.

This literature looks at support and training behveen worker and

supervisor, however does not directly address the research question. General information

is discussed and its relevance for immigrant service providers.

The next area of literature that 1 explore is that of values and context- My reason

is both to aclmowledge the importance of understanding participants' values and how
they have an impact on their work and lives, and to recoapize that my own culture and
context will have an impact on this research throughout the process and analysis.

Finally, the topics of stress, coping and burnout were examined. Based on rny
own experiences and observations, immigrant service providers need to deal with
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significant stress. Although not specific to immigrant workers, this literature was found
to be the most relevant to the research question-

This literature review was cornpleted prior to begïnning data collection and
analysis. 1 recognized that 1 rnay not have exhausted al1 relevant areas of literature, but
intended on doing fùrther exploration once findings were complete. This is incorporated
into the discussion chapter.

Service Delivery in an Ethnically Diverse Context
Cross-cultural Social Work

Cross-cultural awareness, sensitivity and training for al1 hurnan service providers
of effective service as evidenced by
has become recognized as essential to the deli~~ery
the relatively recent increase and focus of research and related literaturz. Wfuch of this
literature is based on the premise that the clientele is iÎom e different cultural or ethnic
backgound than that of the social worker @iller, 1999; Land, Nichimoto & Chau, 1988;
Lum, 3000). Herberg (1990) clearly States that the funda da mental issue in cross-cultural
work is to realize that there are two cultures in contact - that of the workzr and that of the
client" (Herberg, 1990, p. 235). This body of literature does not directly address my
research question because immigrant service providers who work with their own
cornrnunity are not in a cross-cultural relationship with their client. They are, howver,
often in a cross-cultural relationship with their supen-isor, n-ith colleagues and with other
service providers or agencies. Information on working cross-culturally can be of use,
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therefore, to immigrant senrice providers and s u p e ~ s o r s in these non-client
relationships.

Paniagua (L998) offers guidelines for the assessrnent and treatment of
multicultural clientele. Paramount are: the need to develop a relationship which, among
other dynarnics, encornpasses tmst, honesty and empathy; enhancing cultural sensitivity;
and developing cornfort in worker's cornpetency. Both immigrant service providers and
employers c m improve the working reIationsbip if they apply the same guiderines in their
dealings with each other.

Enhancing cultural sensitivity is descnbed by Green (1999) as developing culr~~ral

comperence. The characteristics o f ethnic cornpetence include the challenzes of being
aware of one's o\m cultural limitations, being open to cultural differences, being open to
leam and being aware of and able to use the array of resources available to the client.
htegrating the development of these characteristics into the workplace, regardless of
clienVworker or worker/supervisor interactions, can offer a supportive and culturally
sensitive work environment.

Although the cross-cultural literature explored does not directly address the
research question, it presents important concepts to explore in any practice.

The

literature reinforces that trust, cultural sensitivity and openness to differences and
leaming are essential elements to consider in any work place.

Ethnically Diverse Clientele
Literature about diversity in social work has recognized that an increasing number
o f clientele are immi30rants and refûgees, the latter g o u p dealinz with forced migration

and very traumatic events. Ways to deal with and support these individuals in sveryday
life and in therapy are presented in numerous wrïtings (Blum, 1990; Congress, 1994;
Diller, 1999; Gonzalez, Biever & Gardner, 1994; Gopaul--McNicol & Bnce-Baker, 1994;
Herbergy 1985; Sue, 1996). Barwick (1956) del-elopsd a helpfüi fiarnework of the stages
o f adaptation over the first few days, months and up to five years after arrKai.

She

indicates reactions from host communities and suppon nesdsd fiom workers, cornmunity
leaders and elders and government policies. S imilar to Green (1999), Diller (1999) staces
that in order to effectively work in a culturally divers? contest, cultural cornpetence must
be developed in several skiII areas.

Awareness and accsptance of differsnces, seIf-

awareness, dynarnics o f difference and kr-iowled_oeof [fie cIisntysculture are k q - ro bsing
culturally competent- In the case of immigrant sen-içz pro\-iders. such literature can be
usefùl for the workers themselves, reco3gizing the sages of settlement and need for
support through e a c b It is also useful for thsm to undsrsmnd the issues facing thzir
clientele who are refugees.
While literature on working in an ethnicall>-tliversz environment acknowledges

the need for cross-cultural awareness, it is most o k n w r i ~ e nin a context n-here the
cvorker is part of the dominant culture. When disc~rssingcounselling for Cambodian
Rehgees, Bromley (1987) States that:

Crisis intervention.. .is based on IfTesten-iphilosaphy. laowledge, and valrrcs, This
.may have implications in transfemng oiir.. xnsrs-uiten-ention models to s culture in
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which perceptions and iïfe experiences are based on different values, n o m , and
customs, (p- 236)

Bromley (1987) offers excellent insight into value differences between
Cambodian refugees and the social worker and the impact on thc work. It does not,
however, consider the dynarnics if the worker is of the same cultural background as the
client. When dealing with a refugee who has expenenced traumatic events, both the
approach and the reaction of the worker rnay be extremely different if he/she is from the
sarne ethnic background rather than from the dominant culture. Inimigmt service
providers may well understand the values, nonns and customs of the client, but rnay not
understand or agree with values or customs fiom a Western orientation. They may be
experiencing conflict over how to best support the client or they may be in crisis
themselves. Although the literature on ethnic diversity in practice does not directly
address the research question, it c m assist immigrant service providers to understand
thernselves and their clients in a different way. This may provide tools to assist workers
in their work and in their persona1 lives.

Specific Ethnic Group Clientele
Literature also exists on working with specific ethnic groups such as Hispanic
Arnericans, Asian immigrants, Vietnamese Chinese refugees, or . h e r i c a n rninorities in
general (DilIer, 1999; George, 1998; Hirayama & Cetingok, 1988; Land et al., 1988;
Lum, 2000; Matsuoka, 1990). Clinicai suggestions for working with culturally diverse
clients such as Afncan American, Hispanic and Asian include: knowing how to work
with translators; understanding communication styles; knowing the role of the family;
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and awareness of religious and folk beliefs (Paniagua, 1998). This body of literature is
useful as it challenges workers to consider cultural sensitivity in their practice. Paniagua

(1998) recognizes that this is important, "regardless of racial and ethnic differences or
similarities between practitioners and their clients." (p. 8). While it is positilre that both
mainstream and minority service providers are encouraged to develop cultural

cornpetence (Green, 1999; Diller, 1999) regardless of clientele, the literanire on working
with specific ethnic groups does not consider the implications on the Iives of workers if
they are of the same ethnic group.

The literature does, however, add to the immigrant

service worker's body of knowledge as it encourages them to consider unique cultural
features of their own community. It also reminds them of the importance of cultural
sensitivity, regardless of clientele-

Ethnic Minority Service Providers
More recently, there is a recognition that a greater number of minority workers
are entenng the social work field (Van Den Bergh, 1991) and that these workers often

have a good understanding of rninority issues to enable them to be effective service
providers. Wu and Windle (1980) propose that "the hiring of ethnic rninorities will
increase the acceptability, accessibility, and appropriateness of services for rninorities"
(p. 165) and that increasing rninority staff is one o f the more appropriate steps in

countering underutilization by nonwhites.

Davis and Gelsomino (1994) investigated

White and rninority social service providers and their cross-racial practice espenences.

White counsellors perceived thernselves to be less effective when working with minority
clients. The above stcidies imply that the acceptance o f and interest in hinng non-white
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ethnic minorities is increasing. Obvious questions arising fiom this interest are whether
or not there is an advantage to having ethnic minority workers and what the implications
are on these workers' lives,

A study of rnulticultural counseling competencies among service providers

showed that Afncan American, Asian Arnerican and Hispanic counsellors reported more
multicultural awareness and competencies than White counseI~ors(Pope-Davis & Ottavi,
1994). "Minority counsellors rnay, in fact, be better preparzd to address the needs of

ethnically diverse clients, given their sociopolitical histories and persona1 experiences"
(p. 654). Minority service providers may have the advantage of being aware of bamers

to rnainstream services and how to get past these barriers.

Through their own

experiences, immigrant service providers have a greater understanding of the adaptation
and settlement challenges faced by new irnmigrants.

There is definitely a welcome movement toward encouraging and accepting
minorïty workers into the human service professions, and a recognition of the benefits
and expertise they can bnng to the work: persona1 life experiences, understanding of
cultures, values and appreciation of minority issues. What is still not addressed in this
material is the exploration of the impact on the workers' lives when working with their

o w n ethnic cornmunity.
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Ethnic Match in CkntWorker

Current research is also explonng "ethnie-match" of therapist and client and the
impact on the therapeutic relationship and effectiveness (McLaughlin & Balch, 1980;
Ruelas, Atkinson & Rarnos-Sanchez, 1998; Russell, Fujino & Sue, 1996; Snowden, Hu &
SerreU, 1995; Yeh, Eastman & Cheung, 1994). In some cases, authors propose that there
are benefits to having an ethnic match between worker and client. "Bilingual and
bicultural caseworkers wouId assist refugee clients in obtaining social services"
(Matsuoka, 1990)-

Studies have revealed a significant difference in diagnosis and treatrnent when the
client ethnicity is consistent with the therapist and when it is not- A study examining the
relationship between therapist-client ethnic match and overall client functioning revealed
that ethnically matched workers saw clients as having higher menta1 health functions than
those of mismatched therapists, "indicating that the ethnicity of both clients and
therapists affected therapists' clinical judgements" (Russell et al, 1996, p. 599).

An

ethnic match between worker and client may influence assessrnent variables as there is an
appropnate cultural context within which workers evaluate client's fùictioning (1996).
Research which examined relationships between participant ethniciîy and ratings of
counselor credibiiity showed that ethnic background and adherence to cultural norrns and
behaviors are related to positive perceptions of counsellor expertise and tnistworthiness
(Ruelas et al, 1998).
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Other research regarding ethnlc match looks at results of therapy in the context of
workedclient ethnic similarities,

In a cornparison of services for Asian-American

children treated in the mental health system, Yeh and Cheung (1994) found a difference
in results at ethnic-specific centers over mainstream centers. Shildren receiving services
from ethnic-specific centers were Iess likely to drop out of sessions, used more services
and had higher fùnctioning at discharge than those attending mainstrearn centers (1994)When considenng factors associated with cultural competency, Sue (1998) found that
ethnic match, ethnic-specific senrices and cognitive match were important for positive
outcornes in psychotherapy.

Clients matched with ethnically similar clinicians in

emergency care, particularly ones who were proficient in their preferred language, had
fewer emergency service visits than those not matched along ethnicity and language lines
(Snowden et al, 1995). Again, these articles support minority service providers and
discuss the beneficial therapeutic results, however they do not address the effects of the
ethnic similarity on the service provider.

One study that challenges the above is done by McLaughiin & Balch (1980)
where their data does not support that there is a difference "in client perception,
recornrnendations for treatment, or client acceptance for treatment relative to clienttherapist ethnic homophily" (p. 250-251). Paniagua (1998) would refer to this as the
"universalistic argument" which States that "effective assessrnent and treatment wilI be
the sarne across al1 rnulticultural groups independent of the issue of client-therapist racial
and ethnic differences or similarities" (p. 7). What is most important in cross-cultural
service delivery are the factors which lead to cultural sensitivity and cultural competence
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(Green, 1999) such as awareness of one's own cultural limitations and being open to
cultural differences.

The research which explores the benefits or disadvantages o f ethnîc match
between client and practitioner focuses on the effects o f the therapeutic relationship on
the client. The therapeutic relationship and the client are peripherally related to the

research question. If the service helps the client, then there is probably a positive effect
on the worker. Othenvise, the impact of an ethnic match on the worker's life is not
recognized or addressed in this literature.

Canadian Settlement Services
Canada's goal is to receive over 200,000 immigrants in each calendar year. It has
been widely recognized across the country that new immigrants, regardless of coming as
refusees, relatives or entrepreneurs, require some type of information and support during
the settlernent process. This settlement process is long-term, dynarnic and multi-faceted
(Galway, 1991). Given that there is a high number of immigrant service providers
working in settlement services, 1 explored Canadian literature about these services to
determine its reievance and contribution to my research question.

Settlement workers provide information, support, referral and short term
counselling to new immigrants. Settlement senrices has only begun to b e recognized as a
profession demanding special skiIIs and training in the last decade (Neuwirth, 1991). In
his opening remarks for "The Settlement and Integation of New Immigrants to Canada
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Conference" at Sir WiBed Laurier University in 1988, The Honourable Walter McLean,

M-P. comrnented on the need for more training and recognition of settlernent workers and
for schoois of social work needing to include issues aromd settlement in their cumcula,

A review of Canadian services for immigrants shows an increase in

the

development of training programs for settlernent counsellors (Cairncross, 1986; Galway,
1991; Go, Inksater, Lee & Steward, 1996)- Recognizing the need for social services to be
accessible to al1 Canadians, Christensen (1990) writes on the importance of ensuring that
multicuItura1 and multiracial issues are included in social work curriculum. More courses
to train professionals and paraprofessionals to work cross-culturally have been developed
due to an awareness that "a specialized body of knowledge and skills is necessary to
work with those fkom cultures other than one's own" (Biurn, 1990, p. 83).

Go, et al (1996) look at the provision of settlernent services in a time of change

and consider the human costs and challenges faced during Lhe sliift in focus of service
delivery. In June 1999, non-,oovernment organizations in Ontario published a report "The
Development of Service and Sectoral Standards for the immigrant Services Sector7'

(OCASVCOSTI, 1999). The Canadian Council for RefLgees' (1998) recent study "Best
Seulement Practices" explores the development of this work across the country and
presents effective and practical ways ta approach the work.

It is positive that there is a recognition of the need for training and a validation of
workers in settlement services, the majority of whom are immigrants. This work can
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contribute to the iives of these workers as it aclmowledges the skills required to do the

job well. It also provides ideas for concrete training, thus support for these service
providers. While the attention to the role of settlement workers is useful as it can have
the result of reducing isolation and stress in their work, the materials do not make specific
reference to the impact on workers' lives when working within their own comrnunities.

Cross-cultural Social Work Education and Supervision
Literature in the area of social work education with minority students sheds sorne
light on issues for the rninorïty service provider (Garland & Escobar, 1988; Gladstein &
Mailick, 1986; Manoleas & Carrillo, 1991; Zuniga, 1987). In these wrïtings, instructional
rnodels for cultural training are presented which acknowledge the need for flexibility in
service delivery and training. They offer alternative ideas to the more western approach
to social work education.

In "Education for Cross-cultural Social Work Practice", Garland & Escobar
(1988) present a mode1 of cross-cultural social work education which provides a structure

for students to share and critique cultural aspects of their work with each other, even if a
varie@ of cultures is represented. The four core tasks in their fiamework identiQ various
aspects of cultural values in relation to practice: 1) dominant and rninonty group values
and their relation to each other; 2) cultural themes in helping and change; 3) processes of
helping; and 4) degrees of acceptable change within a culture.
Relating the above fiamework to the context of setilement services, over the
course of time, staff meetings could be used as an arena for workers to examine and share
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their own orientations by exploring their varyu?g values (Kluckhohn, 1958) and beliefs.

Self-awarenss in setllement staff can encourage the recognition and acceptance of value
differences, even when the client is culturally sirnilar. This awareness is crucial because
settlement couasellors must make some sense of the dominant culture, both for themselves
and for the client,

C-g

on with the fiamework, through group examination of real case studies,

settlement workers can share how clients ~vouldbe helped if they were stiIl in tbeu own
country. Discussion can move to evaluating the effectiveness of culturally acceptable
ways of helping and problem solving in the context of the dominant, This sharing and
exploration can eventually fonn hypotheses to guide each settlement worker's practice
(Garland & Escobar, 1988). Following such a model in the workplace could assist both
supervisors and staff in understanding the cultural challenges involved when minority
service providers work with their own cornrnunities.

GarIand and Escobar's (1988) model is appealing for the situation of immigrant
service providers as it acknowledges that a western social work approach should not be
assumed appropriate for al1 cultural contexts. As well, the model considers dynarnics that
occur when the service provider is practicing in a host society different that her own (e-g.
Amencan in Africa) as well as challenges for a person of a different culture (e.ginternational student) working with people of a sirnilar cultural background. Garland and
Escobar do not emphasize specific actions in practice as much as the importance of a
fiamework to understand cultural contexts and transactions. Their work draws on the
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recognition of comïmonalities and differences between cultures while avoiding
stereotypes- It is emphasized that "there is considerable overlap between personal and
professional preparation for cross-cultural experience" (p. 23 6). Using this fiamework in
discussion with min0nt-y service providers c m assist staff to articulate the values,
expectations and themes appropriate for helping their own community members.

Values and Context

A positive aspect of cross-cultural literature in service provision is that it
recognizes that a western approach to service delivery is not necessarily the most
appropriate- Asian men's values c m differ greatly from western values in the areas of
emotional expression, individualisrn versuç colle&ivism and power distribution (Sue,
1996). Sue stresses that these differences must be considered by al1 service providers or

group leaders,

To better understand the influence of cultural diversity on my human

interaction, the concepts and influence of value orientations (Kluckhohn, 1958) and context
(Hall, 1989) are explained below.

Value orientations are complex yet patterned principles which give direction and
order to human acts and thou,ohts and which in turn address the solution of cornmon

human problems (Kluckhohn, 1958)-

Potential differences in conscious and sub-

conscious values must be considered as having significant implications for the way in
which one fiuictions, how decisions are made and how conflicts are resolved.
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Regardless of where one is fiom, people develop ways of behaving which rnay be
quite ovext There are also behaviour and thought processes which are not so obvious.
People develop a set of dynamic, yet deeply embedded values which affect the way they see
the world (Sue & Sue, 1990). Study and application of value orientations can assist
immigrant s e ~ c providers
e
and ernployers to understand their own individual ways of

being and the world views of culturally similar and different clients (Kluckhohn, 1958; Sue
& Sue, 1990)-

For illustration purposes, let us assume a mainstream supervisor holds staff meetings
which emphasize the value she places in accomplishments, or "doing" (Kluckhohn, 19%).

This orientation rnay push her to achieve a democratic, participatory group which represents
what she believes to be the right way to operate, pushing responsibility ont0 members and
rehsing

to

take it back- The process of achieving this state rnay clash with an immigrant

service provider's value orientation which rnay place greater emphasis on what a human
being is rather than what he or she can accomplish (Kluckhohn, 1958). Pushing for the
accomplishment of a humanistic g o u p rnay not allow the group to exist and develop based

on who the members are and the variety of strena&s they bring to the group. In addition,
the principles of a democratic group rnay be foreign and uncornfortable IO some members.
Based on my own experience, supervising immigrant staff was helpfiil to recognize the
difference between the staff and myself in the one value orientation above ("being" versus
cbdoing"). 1was able to explore and better understand possible reasons why 1 experienced
silent resistance on the part of immigrant staff mernbers to taking on responsibility in
meetings.
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In addition to considering an individual's value orientation, consideration m u t d s o
be given to the challenges faced by workers when thzir orientation toward relationships may
be quite different than that of the dominant society- Edward

TcHall (1989) writes about

hi& and low context societies and their significance on how people view relations and
generally the world. The high context society places more emphasis on the importance of
f d l y over the individual, has more defïned gender and power segregation, and it structures
relationships on a more hierarchical than egalitarian basis. This orientation rnight describe
rnany of the immigrant service providers and their clientele, of course depending on their
country of ongin and background. These notions would be quite different fiom a low
context society which is more representative of the North Arnerican mainstream
individualistic, egalitarian and gender integrated value systems (1 989). Naturally, the high
and low context values must be envisioned on a continuum, the extremes being presented

here for illustration purposes.

It is the awareness of where human service providers, clientele, supervisors,
researchers and the work place lie on this continuum which is important in understanding
how each operates at work, at home and in the comrnunïty. Returnulg to the example of the
mainstream supervisor, considering seMce providers' contexts led to the understanding that
some staff viewed the staff tearn as family. This led to clear expectations around the lhes of
authority and respect for the head, or the s u p e ~ s o r . An integrated, egalitarian approach
was sirnply not cornfortable for the members. Due to the strong cuItural beliefs of the
higher context society, oflen demonstrated by saving face for others, reluctance ta crïticize
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and respect for leadership, the members would not accept contrd, nor could they challenge
other mernbers; especialIy not the supervisor (Liu Lo, 1993).

Althou& a Iook at vaIue orientations and context, in the exampie provided, does not
address issues when there is an ethnic match between worker and clients, familiarity with
these concepts is somewhat relevant to my research question.

The immigrant service

provider is most iikely working in a cross-cultural context with employer and outside
agencies.

This literature urges workers to develop self-awareness, and sugsests that

supervisors be sensitive to differences between themselves, minority workers and client
needs or expectations.

Understanding one's own values, context, culture and beliefs is important for
anyone svorking in human service delivery as they influence how we think, act, interact,
approach our work and approach our lives. Understanding ourseIves is important when
working cross-culturally, when there is an ethnic match and when conductin,o research of
this nature. Supervisors and service providers alike must explore ways to ensure this selfexamination is encouraged at the workp lace.

Devore and Schlesinger (1996) present a mode1 for ethnic-sensitive practice in
which they emphasize the importance of worker self-awareness. They state that this selfawareness must include "insights into one's own ethnicity and an understanding of how
that may influence professional practice" (p. 103). It is not uncornrnon for people to see
what they believe to be cultural characteristics in other people, but to not see any in
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themselves. Garland and Escobar (1988) believe that "thebiggest step in helping students to
understand other cultures is to develop their consciousness o f their own culture" (p. 237).
Until people are challenged to look at the part of them that causes them to act as they do, to
think as they do, and to make assurnptions about others as they do, it will be impossible to
understand why others do things differently and to accept those differences.

The impetus to expIore one's own values is more prevdent when people are fiom
vastly different cultural backgrounds. This adds an extra challenge to immigant service
providers working within their own cornmunities. Senice providers working with clientele
of a similar background May feel that there are no differences between thern, especially if
their life experiences, such as fleeing their country, were very sirnilar- Following this, there
may be a tendency to dismiss the importance of self-awareness when working with the same
ethnic group. The worker is not pushed to reco*ze

or consider differences when dealing

with a diverse clientele, a mainstream supervisor, or when working with mainstream
collea,oues or organïzations. They also may not realize that they may be the buffer, or that
they rnay be caught between the dominant culture and the minonty orientation of
themselves and client.

A workpiace which encourages cultural exploration and self-

awareness can assist minority workers and their supentisors to r e c o = ~ z eand be cognïzant
of how working with their own ethnic comrnunity impacts on the workers' lives.

The Iiterature discussed above considers issues of cross-cultural awareness and
training, working with specific ethnic groups, minonty service providers and ethnic
match.

Al1 are important when considering the n-ork OF imrnigranc hunlan service
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providers and touch upon the importance of self-awareness and the influences of ethnicity
on the professional relationship. The literatwe provides a fkmework for group and selfexploration of values and culture and their impact on service provision. These insights
are valuable for support, training and growth of immigrant senrice providers. Although
there remains a lack of attention given to rny research question, the literature implies that
there is an impact of the clienthorker ethnic match on the workers' lives. An immigrant
service provider often works in a cross-cultural context with their supervisor, and should
be challenged to be culturaIly cornpetent in their work, regardless of their clientele, The
fact that research is being done regarding the effect on therapy when there is an ethnic
match irnplies that differences exist for practitioners depending

ethnic sirnilarity

with the client. My research question explores these differences for the worker.

Stress and Burnout

The area of literature which does discuss the lives of al1 workers is that of stress
and bumout. Stress and causes of burnout exist for al1 social workers who, as described

by Rapoport (in Compton & Galaway, 1994) face a constant reminder of human pain and
a need for self-awareness and control. Although factors leading to stress affect al1 service
providers to some extent, certain factors are highly applicable to immigrant service
providers working with their own community. The prevalence of these factors implies
that a high level of stress is experienced by this proup.

It is rny observation that irnmigant senrice providers who work with their own

community experience a lot of stress and that there is significant cross-over of their work
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into their home. Research has shown that worker effectiveness and health is iinked to the
amount o f stress both on the job and at home (AlLie, 1982). According to this author, if

these service providers experience significant stress at work, and this stress carries over
to the home, the potential for decreased effectiveness and poor health is quite high.

It is also reported that an increase in social support can reduce the effects of stress

encountered on the job (House, L98 1; Pines, 1983). Social support is described a s "ties to
a group of people who can be relied upon to provide emotional sustenance, assistance and
resources in tirnes of need, who provide feedback, and who share standards and values"
(Pines, 1983, p. 156). Lack of social support is seen as a basic element leading to
vulnerability (Schaufeli, Maslach & Tadeusz, 1993). "Support nehvorks have been
identified as a primary tool in preventing burnout" (Scully, 1983, p. 191). A ~i~gnifrcant
portion of immigrant service providers' social supports rnay also b e their clientele. The
service provider rnay be caught in a no-win situation.

If the worker maintains a

separation between work and personal life, the probability of being more effecti\-e at
work and healthier is high (Allie, 1982). At the same cime, they may espet-ience
significant stress in their lives due to lirnited social support &en

that their support

networks may also be their clientele. Links behveen work and home as well as social
supports will both be M e r explored in the research interviews.

Other possible causes of bumout include personality characterïstics, workload,
roIe confict and the extent of feedback received (Schaufeli & Enzmann, 1998). 1 have
observed that working with their own comrnuniry has often resulted in getring
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emotionally involved with clients' difficulties and taking on a lot of work to try to assist.
This over involvement points to M e r stress on the workers- "The intensity and arnount

of work coupled with the degree of emotional investment may Iead to worker burnout"
(Iglehart & Becerra, 1995, p, 193).

Iglehart and Becerra (2995) clearly reco,onize the dilemma and subsequent stress
when "workers and clients share cultural noms and vaiues [as] workers rnay not wish to
intrude

that

deerned culturally inappropriate even if this intrusion

promotes effective service delivery" (p. 192). Immigrant service providers may find
thernselves working in a mainstream agency or for a non-immigrant supervisor who
promotes a particular way of working- If the expectation of the supervisor is to approach

a client in a rnanner which would be culturally inappropriate, the worker will surely be
put in an awlcward and stressful position.

Based on my own observations when working with immigrant service providers,
factors such as closeness of work and home, decrease in social support, over-involvement
with clients and culturally inappropnate expectations of supervisor point to the presence

of high stress and potential of burnout- It is this area of literature which has most directly
addressed the question of the effects on the lives of immigrant human service providers
when they work with their own cornmunity. Dynamics mentioned above, which 1 have
observed in the lives of immigrant service providers, are specifically mentioned in the
literature as indicators of stress. Depending on the results of my research, this area may
be one to fixther explore as an impact on the Iives of immigrant senrice providers.
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Summary of Literature Review

This chapter begins with an overview ofthe theoretical fiamework, or the interna1
rules, which guide rny thoughts, actions, views of myself and others and my
relationships. These rules, comin,o fkom ecoIogica1 and pluralist perspectives, also guide
what I feel is valid and important in literature pertaining to social work practice. From an
ecological perspective, 1 place importance in literature which recognizes that different
sub-systems which are in contact will each have an influence on the other, Herberg
(1990) emphasizes that in cross-cultural work the fundamental issue is that two cultures

are in contact with each other. Authors who focus on culhird and ethnic sensitive social
work share the view that there must be an openness to learn about one's self and others; a
concept consistent with the importance of adaptation in ecological theory (Devore &
Schlesinger, 1996; Diller, 1999; Green, 1999; Paniagua, 1998; Sue, 1996)- Literature
which is consistent with a pluralist view comes from authors who promote respect for,
understanding and acceptance of other peoples' and groups' cultures, values and beliefs.
In addition to those just mentioned, these authors inchde Hall (1989), Kluckhohn (1 958),
Garland and Escobar (1988) and lglehart and Becerra (1995). The literature reviewed in
this chapter, consistent with rny own theoretical Erarnework, is sumrnarized in the
followin,o words and conceptual, or visual, fiamework.

It is encouraging that there is an increased awareness of cultural issues, that more
minonty workers are enterin2 social service occupations and that the valuabk
contributions of these workers are being reco,onized. Although social work education and
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s u p e ~ s i o nliterature touches on the need for personal support, the overaIl literaîure in
psychology, social work, sociology and education yields little attention to the personal
challenges faced by minority seMce providers who work pnmarily with clientele from
their own communities. In my research, 1 explore how their job influences the life of a
rninority worker when there is an ethnic match between worker and clients.

Conceptual Frarnework

1 end this chapter with a conceptual Eamework (see Fisure 2.1) which provides a
visual picture o f the broad influence of my theoretical framework and a surnrnary of the
links described between the literature, immigrant service providers and my research
question.
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Figure 2.1 Conceptual Framework (Summary of Literature Review)
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Key to Figure 2.1
The outer circie embracing the entire conceptual fhmework is representative of
the influence o f ecological and pluralist theones on what I emphasize in the
Iiterature review and how 1 approach this research.

~ O ~ S C U L T U R A awareness,
L ~ ~ ~ W sensitivity
W~
and training for d l human service providers is
essential to the delivery of effective service-

a*

' O N T 4 > are also important factors for al1 workers, supervisors and
educators to consider, both for themselves and for the clients.

Writings o n social work education and s u p e ~ s i o nIiterature is relevant for all
m e r v i c e providers.
There is signïficant literature available on training and supervision of mainstrearn
Literature reviewed in this chapter focussed on training issues for rninority students
and workers. Research available for minority service providers is more lirnited than
that available for mainstream or al1 workers in general.
Stress which can Lead to bumout is an issue for al: people working in human
services. Research on the factors which can cause significant stress and bumout for
workers is widely available. While not specific to immigrant service providers,
these factors rnay predict the stress level on these people when working with their
own community.

t
l

Literature regarding ethnically diverse clientele such as immigrants and refugees
continues to imply that the worker is of the dominant culture. There existç
significant research and writings of services provided by the rnainstream worker.

Ethnic minority service providers such as immigrants are often providing seMce to
mainstream and ethnically diverse groups. Literature on cross-cultural service
provision, values and context and general senrice delivery is useful.

When there is a worker / client match, research is being done to explore the effects
on the therapeutic relationship, thus the effectiveness of service deIivery for the
client.
Writings were not found which are specific to the effects on the immigrant service
provider when they are working with clientele £kom the sarne ethnic community as
themselves. Literature emerging regarding Canadian seîtlernent services are
providuig more recognition and training support for the immigrant worker, however
they are not focussing on the effects that this work has on the service provider. The
purpose of this thesis is to explore the IMPACT.

CHAPTER THREE: Methodology
A Qualitative Approach

One of the k t books that 1read for a graduate research readings course was Patricia
Masire's (1987) 'Doing Participatory Research: a feminist approach."

Maguire's

approach to the research was to live side by side with the participants, in rnany ways
becoming a participant herself. For most researchers, living and working with participants
to this extent is not feasible. Although unable to do participatory research as Masuire did, 1
took interest in her approach which inteagates social investigation, education and action with
the objective of creating knowledge for bo th social and personal transformation (Maguire,
1957). While she has gender issues as a key focus, dong with a concentration on the
balance of power, 1 could see s i d a r dynarnics for participant groups who were in some
way oppressed or the minority in society. This led me to continue exploring qualitative
methodologies in generd and cornparhg their value or limitations over quantitative
methods.

Discussion around qualitative versus quantitative research methods is well
represented in the literature (Allen-Meares & Lane, 1990; Corbin & Strauss, 1990; Maykut
& Morehouse, 1994; Sandç, 1990; Sherman, 1991). Critics of qualitative research are

concerned with a lack of ngor and trustworthiness while proponents of these methods see
quantitative approaches as intrusive and as assuming objectivity (AllemMeares & Lane,
1990).

The same authors state that practitioners m u t recognize that qualitative and

quantitative data collection techniques are not incompatible, nor is one approach better than
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the other.

Insteaci, we must leam to take a more comprehensive approach and determine

which techniques are appropriate for each stage of practice, for the research question and for
the extent of knowledge already amilable- It was with these thoughts in mùid that 1
continued to explore research literature to assist me in determining that a qualitative research
approach was the most appropriate for thk study,

Sands (1990) discusses methodologies used in qualitative research as being

intrinsically tied to and deterrnined b y relevant social work theones such as cultural,
sociolinguistic, systems and ecologïcal theones. Particular emphasis in rnethodology is
placed on the role of the researcher(s) as participant observer. Sands describes ethnography

as a unique adventure, requiring time, flexibility and an open mind, and on aspects of a
gounded theory approach to data collection and analysis. A pnority for social work
researchers and practitioners is to reach discovery of and the explmations behind the
shaping of human nature and social phenomena throu*

the i s r of tliese methodologies

(1990). The outcornes of this type of research offer awareness and knowledge integral to
practice (Goldstein, 1991), especially important when the focus is on an area which, as
shown in the previous section, is under-represented in the literature.

Pnor to reading Janesick's (1994) "The Dance of Qualitative Research Design" 1
would have described Literarure on this research rnethod as interesting, but not beautiful.
Janesick's metaphor of a dance, however, creates a beautiful image of a research process
which flows and changes to the tune of the information as it is gathered. The dance is well
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expressed throughout a rnethodology where emergïng themes are "elaborated and modified

as kcorning data are meticulously played against them" (Strauss & Corbin, 1994, p. 273)-

Feaiures of ethnography fit very well with t h e intentions of rny research. This study
set out to explore a particular social phenomenon. 1 worked with data that were not coded
at the point of coI1ection. 1investigated a s m d number of cases and my analysis took the

form of verbal descriptions and explanations in an attempt to interpret the meaning and
b c t i o n s of hurnan interactions (Atkinson & Hammersley, 1994). During the years spent
working with immigrant colleagues, and before embarking on this study, 1 was, in many
ways, in the role of ethnographer. 1 was, "participating in people's daily lives for an
extended period of time, watchins what happens, list-g

to what is said, asking questions"

(JAamrnersley & Atkinson, 1983, p. 2)-

Hamrnersley's (1981) discussion of the m-ethodology of ethography outlines
principles and methods which are appropriate for the area of cross-cultural qualitative
research. The three principles presented include focussing on the discovery of themes as
opposed to the testins, understanding participants' moaives and perspectives along with their
cultural layers of howledge, and considering the context of the participant, 1would add the
importance ûf c o n s i d e ~ gthe cultural and value biases of the researcher. In my research, 1
needed to remember that ethnic differences strongly affect the therapeutic relationship and
must be heeded in the researcher/participant role as well (McGoldrick & Rohrbaugh, 1987).
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A common theme in the research literature is that qualitative rnethods allow the
researcher to uncover information that is othenvise missed. Unexpected insi@& can be
generated by qualitative methods and the study is not limited by preconceived notions or
hypotheses (Gregg, 1994). The information gained allows for different views to ernerge
than those that aiready exist between researcher and participant (England, 1994). It is my
hope that this thesis may contribute new and unexpected information to the practice of social
work, All of these observations point to the value of qualitative data gathering methods and
analysis which were used in this research and which are described in detail in the foIlowing.

Research Question

Having determined that qualitative research methods. rnost specifically ethnogaphy,
would be used in this study, the first step was to determine, "in general terms, wliat the
direction [would] be" (Tutty, Rothery & Grinneil, 1996, p. 27). The focus was to explore
the effects of being a hurnan service provider on the personal lives of immigrant workers
who serve members of their own community. Given the limited literature on this topic, 1
decided not to be too specific in the research. That is, 1 did not focus oniy un effects at
home, or effets at the work place, but rather asked the participants to determine the areas of

significant e ffecr,
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Data Collection

The unstructured i n t e ~ e w
was used as the main data gathering method. My reason
for choosuig this method is that the cornmentary achieved in informa1 interviews far
outweighs the skeletai structure of a questionnaire, where the Ianguage used is that of the
dominant paradigm (Bumette, 1994; Rojiani, 1994). Interviews were expIoratory in nature
and resulted in developing, adapting and generating questions appropriate to the interviewee
and the purpose of the research (Tuw et al,, 1996). The interviews became more focused
over tirne as cornmon threads f?om previous i n t e ~ e w semerged. (See Appendix B for
interview gidelines.)

Other contributing data were used fiom a varies of sources: observational data in
the form of field notes; analytic notes and memos; observations based on my previous
experience working with immigrant service providers; and infornial discussions with other
service providers and supervisors both before and during the research process (Elumette,
1994; Harnrnersley & Atkïnson, 1983; Robinson, 1994; Rojiani, 1994; Strauss & Corbin,
1994). Throughout the research, other service providers and supervisors were helpful in
identimng probing questions for interviews, challenging me to !isten to the participants'
voices and supporting me throughout data analysis and writing.

Specific incidents from my previous experience had not been recorded for purposes
of this research, nor did I have blanket permission to use them. However, the experiences
gave me a base on which to begin the questioning during participant interviews. There were
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a few anecdotal incidents which 1included in rny Wnting, however names and details were
changed to convey the meaning but not jeopardize confidentiality. Also, permission was
obtained £iom persons involved pnor to incorporahg the information.

1dentiS.ing Potential Participants
Given that 1 had previously worked as a supervisor with many of the potential
participants, I was aware of h e ethicaI considerations in directly contacting them, such as
their feeling obligated to parcicipate. I therefore decided to contact four people at four
different agencies and asked them to identify and infom potential participants of this
research. Three of the four contacts were immigrant service providers workins prirnarily
with an immigrant clientele- but nor necessarily corn their own community.

The other

contact \vas Canadian-born- but had worked in m immigrant serving agency for many years.
1 knew that each contact n-ould h o w of potential participants either as colleagues or

through their own comrnunities. TKOof the contacts indicated geat interest in the topic and
requested to be interviewed- One did become a participant and the other did not due to
scheduling difficulties. The latter contact was, however, invited to provide feedback on the
findings d e r the individual inren-iews had been completed.

The contacts had a crucial role in the identification of participants. They introduced
the concept of the research co porsntial participants by distributhg a letter of introduction
(Appendix C ) at their work place and in cornrnittee meetings where immigrant service
providers were largely represcnted. The lerter expïained the research and invited people to
cal1 me if they were wanting more infom~ationandor were interested in being interviewed.

The contacts were asked to stress that participation was entirely voluntary and was not tied
to m y work expectation. The consent form (Appendix D) was also made available at that

tirne, i f appropriate,

Threats to the psychological well-being of participants as a result of these i n t e ~ e w s

was a possibility if experiences in their work had been extremely difficult or traumatic.
Participants were made aware of this prior to the interviews (Appendix D). One contact
agreed to be available for counselling if required- A fonn which outlined an "Agreement to
Provide Counselling" \vas developed for this purpose (Appendix E)-

1was initially concerned with advising people of the research via a Letter, given Ùiat

it might be seen as a cold way to let people know, particularly former colleagues. It seemed
to be effective, however, as a n a b e r of former colleagues did not hesitate to call to let me

know they would be happy to participate in any way. Other people whom I did not b o w
previously also calkd to Say that they were very interested in the topic. One contact invited
me to a staff meeting where 1 could explain the research in person. I emphasized that people
did not need to indicate any interest during the meeting but could call me at home. The staff
present were extremely interested and 1had six people g v e me their phone numbers before I
left.

Who Gets Interviewed?

During the Grst hvo weeks of identiGing potential participants, results seemed slow
as only four people had been identified. 1 immediately arranged interviews with ail four
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based on a "fmt corne, hrst serve&' basis. Mer the first two weeks, 1 had more peopIe than

1 might have needed to interview- 1began to take people's narnes, letting them know that if
1 had enough individual interviews, I would be invïting those interested to give feedback on
the h d i n g s Iater in the research- 1felt it was important to give the opportunity to contribute
to al1 those indicating an interest, as many commented that this is a very important topic and
they had not had the chance to talk about it, Soliciting feedback was also a way to address
validity concerns by checking findings, ensuring representativeness and gettinz feedback
(Miles & Hubennan, 1994).

The critena used in determining participation was that they had immigrated to
Canada as an adult and were currently working in the delivsry of social servicesParticipants were required to have worked with members of their same ethnic comunity

(50% of caseload) at some tirne within the p s t five years- Tt was not important to have been
trained as a social worker-

A chalIenge in this type o f research is determining how many people to interview,
given that qualitative methods do not require large sarnple numbers, rather i n t e ~ e w sare
done until continuous analysis shows that data are saturated (Padgett, 1995). Following the
transcribing and initial analysis of the first four intewiews, it was evident that comrnon
themes were emerginz. In consultation with my advisor, it was agreed that the themes were
consistent, but that a couple more interviews were necessary to ensiire saturation of data
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The f i f i i n t e ~ e wwas arranged with someone who showed trernendous interest
both in the research and in being interviewed Durhg the interview it was discovered that

the ethnic background of this person's clientele was extremely mixed and dissimihr to
that of the participant. The participant did not socialize or associate outside of work roles
in any way with any clientele. This was quite unlike the other participants and she did
not rneet the criteria to be included in this study. Her extreme interest in the topic and a
genuine misunderstanding d u h g the screening process had ied to the interview. As an
immigrant service provider working in a related field and interacting with immigrant
colleagues on a daily basis, this person did have valuable observations which were
consistent with other participants' o u n expenences. Data fkom this interview, therefore,
have been excluded from the of findings. Valuable comments fiom this participant are

presented in a separate section.

The first four participants each represented a different country of origin, educational
background, work experience, length of tirne in Canada and age. Each had, however,
worked prïmarily in settlement services since arriving in Canada- 1 therefore decided to
base the final two interviews on participants who represented different types of s e ~ c e
delivery settings. One participant was hired by the conimunity and was the only worker in
the office. The other participant was the only immigrant worker in a mainstream agency,

but was assigned to work with the sarne ethnic cornrnunity.

Throughout the research, I received interest fiom a total of 18 people. Of these 18,
three did not meet the critena for participation and seven had individual interviews Data
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andysis was done parallel to conductùlg the seven interviews, resdting in the emergence of
major themes and sub-themes. The remaining eight people were invited to an informal noon
discussion session where Lunch was provided. The purpose of this session was to solicit
feedback on the findings kom people who had indicated an interest in the research but were
not individually interviewed. These people had not been interviewed as the data collected

after the k

t

seven interviews was at the point of saturation.

Of the eight invited, bvo came to the noon discussion. For some, I am aware that
there was a scheduling problem. Most people 1 spoke with were extremely busy, ofien
working more than one job and volunteering in order to gain more Canadian experience.
For others, there may have been a concern with confidentiality in a group setting. AIthough
unplanned, the familiarity turned out to be of great benefit, given that there was a high level
of trust which enabled firank discussion and deep exploration of the fmdings. It had been my
intent to continue with individual interviews if the feedback received fkom the lunch session
proved contradictory to the findings. This was not the result. Findings were affi.med and
elaborated by these fuial participants.

The Interviews
Interviews lasted between 1.5 and 2 hours and took place in locations identified by
the participants: restaurant, participant's home or office. Three of the seven interviewed
were cornfortable to be taped. For interviews that were not taped, 1 took detailed notes,
where possible wnting exact quotes from the participants, and re-wro te the interview
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immediately after fishuig. FoIlowing every interview 1 tape-recorded my own reactions

and observations.

It was extremely important to be sensitive to people's preferences when asking to be
taped. Many were not codortôble with their English being taped and others had endured
traurnatic experiences as a refùgee where they were subjected to being taped. The consent

form (Appendix D) has a separate place for people to sign if they agreed to being taped.
This allowed thern to see that the i n t e ~ e w
was still valid even if they chose not to signe

Whether taped or not, 1 did al1 transcribing myself. This exercise helped me to be
more familiar with the data and subsequent analysis (Tutty et al., 1996). Given that al1
participants had English as their second language, basic grarnmatica1 editing was done in
order not to distract from the rneaning of the staternents-

Transcribed notes i~cluded a colurnn for coding, reflective comments and
observations. 1 ais0 maintained a personal journal throughout the research (Tutty et aI.,
1996). The use of journals, recorded observations and analytical memos assisted in

identiQing biases and misinterpretations and could reminci me of incidents, tone and
surroundings. These now provide an audit &ail o f the research (Tutty et al,, 1996).

The interview guide (Appendix B) outlines my introductory rernarks and represents
the broad opening questions with topical pidelines for probing as required. As previously
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stated, an unsîructured approach was taken which allowed me to "obtain an in-depth, thick

description and understanding of an interviewee's world" (Tutty et al,, 1996, p. 56)-

Ethical Considerations in Data Collection and Analysis

Knowing the Participants
Given that I already knew the majonty of the participants, it was important to
discuss our relationship and potential effects on the research results (Tutty et al,, 1996)-

Trust is one of the key aspects when g a t h e ~ ginformation fkom contacts in the cornmunity
(Murphy, 1983). Credibility can have an effect on the data gathered as well (Fine, 1993).
Both trust and credibility are important factors when working with people whose
experïences, such as being a refugee, have caused legitimate fear of persecution and a
difficulty to trust. The fact that I knew many participants, some for a number of years,
seerned to be of benefit in the interviews. They were able to relate incidents which we had
shared when working together or when servins on the same cornittees. Not as much time
was needed to get to know each other, and their level of sharing gave me a serise that they

tmsted me to maintain confidentiality. Some shared stoties which were important in order
for me to understand the point they were making, however they requested tfiat 1not include
the stories in my hdings.
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Researcher in Position of Conflict of Interest
When 1 first had the idea of doing this research I was in a position of s u p e ~ s oof
r

potential participants. The ethical issues were too large to proceed at that tirne, 1have since
changed my place of employrnent and am no longer in a supervisory position of anyone 1
inte~ewed.

Researcher in Position of Authority
I am currently employed in a position where 1 have significant authority over the
processing of immigrants for permanent residence. It is quite possible that participants
would have relatives or &ends who required assistance or expected special immigration
related favours. 1was up front with participants regarding the extent of rny authority, and as
appropriate, explained that this research had no impact on such decisions and that should a
relative or fi-iend be involved in this immigration process, I would need to remove myself
fkom involvement in that file. 1 would, however, ensure that infornation or referral to an
appropriate resource was provided. This issue did not and has not risen throughout this
research, either with contacts or participants.

Confidentiality
Another major consideration in this research was and is codidentiality.
im.rni*g-ant

The

service community in Manitoba is not very large and the chances of

identification are great. It is possible that concern for confidentiaiity contributed to people
choosing not the participant in the lunch session.

To liiziilri'kri c ~ ~ d e n t i a l i tas
y a
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researcher, 1have not revealed the identity of participants to anyone. In facc the two people
who came for the lunch session had not even told each other they were coming and were
surpnsed that the other was there- Participants at the lunch discussion were d s o asked to
sign a consent form (Appendix D).

We talked about and agreed to principles of

confidentiality prior to our discussion,

Al1 transcribing was done by me, Any recorded and written information is kept in a
Iocked cabinet or coded into the cornputer. Tapes will be erased f i e r completion of the
final report. FinalIy, findings are written with great discretion to avoid identi@n%
participants. Information which reveals i d e n t i w g characteristics is presented in a way
which will rninimize the possibility of anyone being identified.

Cultural Sensitivity

1 believe that not paying attention to cultural differences arnong researcher and
participants is unethical. During the processes of data collection, analyzing and writing I
needed to acknowledge and consider cross-culturaI perspectives (Marshall, 1985).

I

recognized that my perspective of service ddivery is closer to the Western school than
that of participants. By being aware of my own values, 1wzs able to identify differences
in our perspectives, such as the extent to which it is appropriate to becorne personally
involved with a client. By asking questions about ways of relating in the participants'
communities, 1 could better understand and represent that their boundarïes rnay b e
different than mine. In the sarne way, 1 was able to see that there are differences in
perspective among the participants.
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By acknowiedging and presenting the differences among participants, in addition
to the common themes in the findings, 1hoped to minimize the interpretive and "guess"
nature of wrïtten descriptions of culture.

I was aware of the risk of presenting a

dangerously generalized impression of certain ethnic groups or, in this case of ail
rninority service providers (Geertz, 1983).

By ernploying methodology which considered contextual factors (Murphy, 1983),
care was taken to ensure that the assumptions were consistent with those of the people being
interviewed, 1 followed up with participants when clarification or confirmation of the
hdings were required. Data referring to Iife experiences, beliefs, opinions and values were
referred to continuously in the analysis and writing to ensure the contest of the participants
was proper1y represented.

Data Analvsis
The Approach
Interviews occurred, at a minimum, once per week with transcribing and analysis
ongoing-

Information collected fiom al1 data sources was analyzed based on

recomrnendations f?om various writers of qualitative research who stress that it is the
researcher's responsibility to define the criteria to be used for their specific methods,
recognizing that a variety of procedures may be used to reach each project's unique goals
(Corbin & Strauss, 1990). Throughout the analysis, I found it most useful to continuously
return to the literature on data analysis as the methods made rmst sense to me when 1 \vas
actually at a particular stage of analysis.

i borrowed concepts fkom the constant comparative method where 1 continuously

developed analytic categones Eom segments of the ernerghg data and compared categories.
The concepts of refining and reorganizing were pL-imarily borrowed from Tutty et aI. (1996)
and Maykut and Morehouse (1994). These authors clffer concrete and practical suggestions
for carrying out Glaser and Strauss' (1967) constant comparative method, Exercises such as
creating cluster diagams, making a matrix and counting the number of tirnes a meaning unit
or category appears were al1 usefül in detemiining themes (Tutty et al., 1996).

Sands (1990) clearly wams about the often ovenvhehïng amount of data that is
generated in ethnogaphic research. It was wise to prepare for this fiom the be,oiMïng.
Having briefiy explored data software packages, II determined that my preferred approach
wouId be to use a computer to transcribe interviews and a spreadsheet to do the constant
analysis of data as it was gathered,

My time was scheduled so that my own field notes were recorded irnmediatery
following the interviews. Glesne and Peshkin (1992) offer suggestions to make the research
process easier and more effective. Making continuous notes and keeping category files
were good tips to foilow. 1 did both of these and the information was referred to in the
analysis and in the wrïting of fmdings. This "analysis-throu&-writing c m clariS, emerging
themes and patterns, and provide Ieads to follow in subsequent data collection efforts"
(Maykut & Morehouse, 1994).
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Transcribing, Coding and Meaning Units
The first step after each interview and completing field notes was transcribing,
Transcribed interviews ranged Eom 15 to 50 pages each, with the taped interviews being
the longer transcripts. My first tendency was to go directly from raw data into my own
categonzing or forming of rneaning units as cautioned by Tutty et al. (1996). An early
meetin3 with my advisor helped me to see that a more methodical and unassurning
approach was needed to first code the d a t a Figure 3-1 outlines the steps taken to go Eorn
transcnbed interviews to four major themes.

Using an Excel spreadsheet, ai1 codes were entered into one long colurnn for each
interviewee. 1 then used a "cut and paste" rnethod to begin gouping codes into related
columns. This analysis was ongoing during the inteniews. I often needed to retum to
previous interviews to review the grouping of codes. Wsing a different colour for each
participant allowed me to visually see the representation in each colurnn. The resulting
goups were called meaning units. By the time 1 had completed and analyzed the first four
interviews, common meaning units were begiming to ernerge. 1eventualiy gave names to
the resulhng meaning units in each column, based as much as possible on the actual words
of the participants. ccThïngsI do at work," "my social Life," "in rny comrnunity," and ''what
people say" represent a few of the 34 units which eventually emerged.
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SEVEN
TRANSCRIBED
INTERVIEWS
(15-50 pages each)

3,000-i-on

-

". . .they ask you to take them to the doctor, so you will say ok,
come to rny office and 1will go with you. ? k y Say, you corne t0
my house, tliings like that, they expect you to do everything,"

spreadsheet
1

I

P

...

P
P
P
P

Take to doctor;
Tell them corne to office;
1 will go
- with you;
you come to rny house;
expect you to do everything

>

MAJOR THEMES
RELATED TO
RESEARCH
clusters

P .,.
P Things 1 do at work
P Expectations
P Asking me
9 1cope, 1 did
P ...

Public Vigurc in the Community

CATEGORIES
10

Work outsidc of the job description

clusters, matrixes

Pamily and Social Life Cross with Work

l

3 ...
P My work
9 Effects on my life
> Action 1took

Figure 3-1 Data Analysis: From Transcribed interviews to Major Theines
(See Table 4-3 in Cliapter Four for complete Tlieinatic Summary of Findings)

1

Impact of Job Affects Approach and
Attitude to Work
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Looking for Meaning and Emerging Themes

My home office was the room for all analysis, becoming 'kdlpapered" with print
outs and sticlq notes (Maykut & Morehouse, 1994). This assisted me to visually group
meaning units into another layer which resulted in ten categones. Subsequent i n t e ~ e w s
became more focussed in accordance with these categories. 1cailed back participants as
required to clarm data and to ensure 1 was interpreting correctly and not making
assumptions based on cultural differences,

One method of analysis which 1 found to be very useful was creating cluster
diagranis (Tutty et al., 2996). As codes were grouped and meaning units emerged, 1 wrote
the unit titles on sticky notes. These could be easily moved around on the wall and on
poster board, grouping and regrouping the units and categones as they emerged. 1 also
designed a variety of matnxes using variations of meaning units, categories and themes.
This helped me to see how elements were related to each other.

In narning the categones, 1 tried to best describe the units they embraced. Meaning
units such as "work skills" or C'things1do at work" were put into a category called 'Wy
work". Although al1 ten categones were trernendously interesting, 1needed to retuni to my
proposa1 to assist me in narrowing the findings to those areas which were most relevant to
the research question. This resulted in four major themes. The chapter on findings relates
prirnarily to these four themes.
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hviting other interested immigrant serve providers to give feedback in a group was
the find session 1 had before b e w g to write the fmdings, This session was not taped,
however 1took notes during the discussion. 1led the discussion by sharing the emerging
categories and themes and asking the participants to respond based on their own
expenences. The result of this discussion is that the themes were consistent with the
participants' experiences. These consistencies are referred to in the findings in a separate
section,

Summary

Qualitative research methods were used in the data gathering, anaiysis and Urnting,
borrowing in particular fiom concepts used in ethnography (Atkinson & Hammersley,
1994). The majority of participants that I interviewed are people 1have known for a number

of years.

In quantitative research this could be criticized for reducing neutrality and

distance.

Important aspects of the interviewerhterviewee relationship in qualitative

research, however, include equality, sbaring of expertise, tmst and credibility (Fine, 1993;

Murphy, 1983; Tutty et al., 2996). The familiarïty of the relationship between myself and
some of the participants assisted in hitting a deeper layer of sharing than may otherwise
have been possible. Care was taken to ensure that ail participants had the option to fkeely
decline involvement.

Over the course of anaIysis, and in many phases, data were grouped fiom raw
transcripts into hundreds of codes then to units of meaning and subsequently into
categories. From the meaning n i t s and categories, a variety of themes and sub-themes
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emerged. Given the richness and volume of ail the data, 1 codd no doubt expand at

length a n each category and theme.

To remain within the scope of this thesis, 1

considered the areas most directly related to the effects of their work on the lives of the
participants; personal, social and work lives.

1 chose to borrow f?om constant comparative methods to analyze the data as it
provided a systematic yet flexible approach to coding and categorizing large volumes of
data, d o w i n g for themes to deverop over time (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Maykut &
Morehouse, 1994). 1 found that 1enjoyed organizing, coding, analyzing and using posters,
colors, sticky notes and markers! This dong with my genuine interest in the topic helped
me through this often overwhelming process.

Overwhelmùig as the process of qualitative data andysis was, it resulted in k d i n g s
which af6nn, challenge and add to my previous understanding of the research area. These
findings are presented in the next chapter.

C U T E R FOUR: Findings

The qualitative data coUection resulted in large volumes of rich information. All of
the data are important to consider as they give a context for the participant's situation and
possible explanations for commonaities or clifferences in the data. People's We experiences,
b e g h h g s in Canada and cultural foundations were referred to often throughout the
interviews. This information, while not the direct focus of the research, will be integrated
into the h d i n g s and discussion sections. Other areas, such as description of tasks done at
work, will be left for comment in the conclusion under M e r research.

How Participants' Words are Presented

Agar (1996) offers helpfûl hints on how to more effectively mite-up the hdings of
ethnographie research. His main critique is that most ethnographers make conclusions, but

do not present the necessary data fiom the participant interviews which the reader can then
scrutinize. Taking this into consideration, the following presentation of fïndings is well
represented by quotes taken directly fi-om interviews.

Care has been taken to ensure that participants can not be identified. Specific ethaic
background is not referred to, given the relatively s m d size of the new immigrant
community in Manitoba.

Other ident-g

information which may be r e c o w e d by

cornrnunify members has been withheld or altered, if the Iatter does not change the analysis.

Participants have been consulted if there was any question that using or editing the
information would jeopardize cofidentiality or integrity- Each quote is followed by a
number representing the different participants in the order interviewed.

In total, seven immigrant human service providers were interviewed. One did not
meet the criteria for this study. Two additional persons attended a group Lunch where
feedback on the h d i n g s was provided. Comments made by these three are not included

in the presentation of findings, but are summarized in a separate section.

The Research Question

Continuous referral to the original research question was necessary in order to
focus on the relevant findings and to avoid getting off on a tangent: Immigrant fiman
Sewice Providers working within their own community: the impact on their [ives.

Lmmigrant. ..

Al1 participants shared the experience of having Unmigrated to Canada. When
discussing participation in this research, al1 respondents indicated that they had
immigrated to Canada as an adult. During one interview, 1 discovered that the participant
had arrived in Canada in the final year of high school. Given that s h e felt as if s h e was

an adult at the tirne, 1have Uicluded this data in the findings.

Background information, or sociodemographic data was asked of each participant.
Table 4-1 provides a summary of this data. The eight people represented in the table
include the six participants i n t e ~ e w e dand the demographics of the two group
participants (excludes the i n t e ~ e w e ewho did not meet the Miteria). The eight are
combined and items are purposely grouped together in order to ensure confidentiality.
The immigrant cornmunity in Manitoba is relatively small and a general profile of an
individual could easily lead to identification.

1

1

Table 4- 1: Sociodemographic Data
Age
Gender
Marital status
Children
Country ofongin
Immigration Category

1
English upon arriva1
Number of years in Canada
Other Farnily in Canada
Languages spoken

Range: 36-53; Average: 44 years
5 female; 3 male
7 married; 1 divorced
Al1 with 1-3 children: 2 with adult child(ren1
. ,
[ Representing 7 countries
1 3 government sponsored refugees
1 3 church sponsored refugees
2 family sponsored immigrants
4 with English; 4 with limited to none
Range: 3-20 years; Average: 12.5 years
3 with other family in Canada
12 languages represented
1

1
1

1

Hurnan Service Providers,..
Each of the respondents worked in human service delivery at the time of the

interview. They descnbed their work roles as either social workers, settlement
counsellors, administrators/counsellors or cornrnunity workers. The length of tirne in
these positions in Canada ranged from 3 to 15 years, the average number of years being
nine. In their home country, participants' occupations fell into the areas of education,
law, business and social work. One was a student. Al1 eight participants were university
educâted, either in their home country or, in the case of three, also in Canada. One was
educated as a social worker in Canada. The first four participants i n t e ~ e w e dand the two

group members had experience prirnarily in settlement services. In the other two interviews,
participants' work settings andor job focus was d - e r e n tfkom settlement services.

Working within their own community, ..

Participants stated that they were currently working within their own ethnocultural community or, were able to discuss work within the last five years where the

majority of time (over 50% of case load) was v e n t with members of their same community.
Table 4-2 summarizes the extent to which all participants were involved in service
delivery to their own communities.
Table 4-2: Service Delivery to Same Ethnic Community
Firgt column represents participants

1 2 1 100% own community (ethnic mix)

1

100% own community (ethnic mix)

3 80% own comrnunity

80% own cornmunity

4 LOO% own cornmunity (various countries)'

80% own community (various couniries)

5 Less than 50% very mixed clientele

Less than 50 % very mired clientele

included in findings)
1 6(1 (not
80% own community (same country)
I

71 80% own community (various countries)

1 (not included infndings)

80% own cornmunity (same country)

I

I

1

80% own cornmunity (various countries)

1

Mixed

8 80% own cornmunity (same country)

'

Mixed

9 80% own community (same country)
I

I

Although the participants considered that they work with their own community, they also stated that there
were ethnic divisions within that community.
'Three participants descnied their community as part of a larger geographical region For two
participants, this included many countries bound by common language and sirnilar culture. For another
participant, this included four cornmiinities (countries of origin) with four languages- The worker spoke
two of the four languages.

I

Findings

The i m ~ a con
t their lïves., .
- -

-

As the heart of the research question,

the remaining h d i n g s focus on

participants' descriptions of how working with their own c o m m i t i e s impacts upon their
lives.

Thematic Summary of Findings

Figure 4-3 outlines the meaning units as they were derived fiom the raw codes
and the subsequent categories. Themes and sub-themes for this research were puIled
prirnady fkom the categories determïned to be most specifically related to the research
question. The final colurnn shows the correspondhg themes that will be presented in this
chapter.

Data contained in the fkst five categories noted in Table 4-3 are important in

understanding who the participants are, their value orientations, beliefs and how Life
experiences may affect the way i
n which they are the sarne or dinerent. Significant data
were coilected which detail the practical aspects of the job, what is done, skills required,
and general work environment. Rather than presenting these separately, the data will be
woven throughout the findings and discussion so that this context is not lost.

Table 4- 3: Thematic Illustration ofFindings
Meaning Units derived
from raw codes (34)
1a n - .
Education
Experience
Inner thoughts
1believe, think
1 see different
In my life.. .
Experiences
War, refùgee, immigrant
Beginnùigs in Canada
Here in Canada.. .
Relations in
In rny culture.. .
Canada
My Work
Work skills
Things 1do at work
The work place
Work ethics
Clients
Public Figure
A£fècts me
Expectations
Asking me
What they Say
People do to me

My social life
Friend andor client
In my home
In my cornmunity
In the beginning.. -1 cope, 1
did
1feel (+)
1 feel (-)
1want, 1 will
In my opinion / should
This research is.. .
Wa>

(Information used as context throughout
findings and discussion)

A Public Fieure in the Communitv

The strongest and most consistent finding in the i n t e ~ e w is
s that participants feel
that they are public figures withh their own communïty. Even if they do not know
everyone personally, the commIiLLIty members d l know who they are. Their behaviour,
both public and private, and subsequently their reputation is always under public scmtinyY
affecting how they are viewed in their work. Given the expectations on the workers fiom
conmunity members, there is pressure to be a positive role model. Also due to the public

image, coniïdentiality issues become extremely sensitive, often Iimiting the people
available to offer support to the worker.

Beim a Public Person
1went to this restaurant and there was [ethnic] music there, and 1 was with some
fiends and its Iike as soon as everybody sees me they Say what are you doing here?
Where's yolx [spouse], whereysthings like that. I'm here with my riends and my

brother and my sister-in-Iaw, my [spouse] is working, so its like, you have
everybody starting to ask what you are doing by yourself, and things like that, and
um, you lose your privacy, its like, you are not fkee anyrnore to be at home. 42

Participants each express a feeling of being known everywhere they go where
there are members of their o~vncommunity prssent. It is described as not having
privacy and never knowing when they are being watched.

So we [worker and client] walked fiom Maryland to the welfare office on Broadway
pstance of about four city blocks]. That's the only distance, sornebody saw it and
they told rny [spouse]. 1

'Nurnber refers to participant and indicates the order in which the speakers were i n t e ~ e w e d .

In this position, I am a public person and everybody knows what you do and things
get back to the community and things get back to the faMilyY2ar'

The majority of these references to being a public figure are not positive. "Its
hard, always being alert because somebody knows somebody" (3K).

NOt al1 feelings of

being well lcnown are negative. "Someone met m y son in [another Canadian city] and
remembered me fkom six years ago. Isn't that nice? It made me feel so good" (3nr).
For aLI, being a public figure means always being on duty.

This participant

changed the family's place of worship given that everyone lmew him4 and expected the
work to continue on weekends.

1like to go to (the church), and now we stopped going because as soon as 1go there
everybody is coming and asking me questions.. . its like I'm working, and
everybody cornes, as soon as 1 sit everybody comes and they start asking
questions.. .. And how can you tell the people, I'm sorry, wait until tomorrow, 1 am
not going to help you now? 4

When asked to summarize the most challenging part of the job, one participant
responded that "you need to be careful, you're a public figure". 2 nr

Reputation is important

...that's the hstration, that I work with [the] co~~munity
and you know reputation is
very important. You have to protect your reputation. If you ruin your reptation,
you are unable to work with the community. I

The letters "ni' refer to an interview that was not tape recorded.

'To Fuaher protect identity, pronouns do not necessarily indicate the participant's gender.

Each participant taJks of the importance of maintaining a good reptation in order to
be respected by the clientele. Private lives which are public, are always open to scmtiny and
judgement by the community. Using the exampIe of a colleague in the cornmunity, this
participant notes that a personal crisis which is known b y community members could ruin
one's ability to continue work with in their communitytY

For example, in my community, therefs a person who is a social worker. She's
divorced- And, according to the community, 1don't know the true story, this is what
1heard. ... She was in an abusive reIationship, and she got out of that reIationship, 1
think great, wonderiùl, you know, women stand up for themselves and get out of
abusive situations, but she h o w s the community didn't see it. They Say, oh this
woman, she's not good at home, she's not a good cook and she is not a good
woman. She's going out with men and things. So her husband beat her up, and now
she dumped her husband, and found another man_ 1 see it different than people, ok?
Then 1[ t a with women in the community and IJ dont bother to fight cause its me
sitting in a whole gmup of women. They are jumping and criticizing you know,
they're going to kill me [if 1argue].
[This worker] is doing counselling later and as a r d , she didn't have many clients.
-.. And you know [community] women do need help, but.. .[she got so few]
people.. .because she b a s a bad]. .xeputation in the community. It doesdt mean that
she is bad or whatever, its how the community perceived her.. ..they said she has a
broken marriage. How c m you counsel other people to maintain marriage? ... So
it's pretty bad, it scared me.. .. 1 was sitting in that group of women and they talked
and 1 was pretty sh*,
1said, my gosh, what would happen to me, it would be the
end of my working in human seMces and [now] I keep everythhg inside. 1 tell my
husband don't ever tell any of your fiends what happens at home. 1

Another participant agrees that his reputation, or image is important and is proven
by the extent to which the community views the worker performing valuable and
concrete tasks outside of work.

Iyvebeen taking on tasks that aren't specifïcally work related and that one is trying
to find people jobs. The main reaçon I'm doing it is for my own image in the

commmity. Its concrete work and people need that and its somethhg that helps me
in rny work because when you've actually found sorneone a job that's the kind of
thing that people don't necessarily forget. But its tough because its not my job yet
it's an important thing for my work and my image. 2nr

Participant (3) expresses that it was necessary to prove herself in the eyes of the
comrnunity fiom the W day of work Although this phenomenon occurs in rnost jobs, the
participants indicate that the need to prove yourselfstarts the first day and does not stop.

1began as a case aide, taking over fiom a man who had been in the position before
me. ..-1 had to prove rny image so that the people wodd h o w they could trust and
be cornfortable with me. 3nr

Needing to be a Role Mode1
Linked with being a public figure is the necessary behaviour that wiU ensure a
positive image and reputation. One participant accepts this as her duty in her job. While
it as a challenge, she sees it as an opportunity to build respect and positive
re~o~gyizing
relations in the comrnunity.

There's lots of pressure- 1 have to watch out, watch myself. Have to conduct myself
properly and be a role rnodel. 1don't gossip, because if 1do people will not trust
me. 7nr
Another participant also recognizes the "importance of being reliable" (6nr), as it
helps to build a positive roIe model for clients. The remainder of the participants are not
as positive about the need to "always check behavioui' (l),most saying that having to be

so conscious of your actions is hard. "It does affect me, you lmow you force yourself to
live like a monk, so [laughs] you can work, to pursue the career that you Like" (1).

Coddentiality is Key
The final sub-theme under "Public Figure in the Community" deds with the need
for confidentiality which is intensified by the nature of being part of a community where
"you need to be careful; everyone knows what you do and things spread through fiends

of &ends of fkiends" 2nr-

When you are in the comrnu.rÜty, you have to keep your mouth shut. Its hard,
dways being alert because somebody h o w s somebody. I have lots of &ends in
[my] comrnunity. ... 1need to watch what 1 Say and remember who said what and
not talk with Others in the community. 3nr

Each participant acknowledges being watched, and that the community is so srnall
that most comments made eventually corne back to them. The feelings observed with

this type of comment include anger, hstration and sadness.

One participant feeIs that confidentiality is so key to being trusted that she makes
a conscious effort not to socialize with her community. "If they see you socialize, they
don't have trust. They think you are gossiping, being fi-iendly and then you will share
in£orrnation. There's Iess trust'' (7n.r).

Silmmary: Public Figure in the Community

Being a public figure within their own community creates significant challenges
for the participants in this study. They are not only recognized as people that everyone
laiows, but are observed as role models and leaders. There is pressure to maintain a
positive reputation and good image in order to be given credibility in their work.
Confïdentiality, which is an important principle for all seMce providers, is something to
be adhered to and is a factor that, because of social links in the community, can Iimit
support for the worker outside of the workplace.

Work Outside of the Job Description

Throughout each interview, participants spent significant time giving examples of
the tasks they were expected to perform as a part of their job. While each has a good
understanding of expected tasks as prescribed by the employer, it is evident that they face
rnany expectations fÏom their community member clients which go over and above any
tasks captured i
n a written job description.

In analyzing the data, information was

grouped in sub-themes according to participants' comments: what was expected by both
client and agency; what was asked of them personally by clients; and what clientele said
about them or did to them inside or outside of the work setting. The guideline used in
groupùig this data was that it was information which would not normally be outlined or
expected in a written job description. This theme emerged in the hrst interview.

You Lmow it's good for people Iike me who provide seMces within the community
and working with my ethnic comunity and for management level to understand
what expectations I'm facing that my CO-workerhere doesn't have to. 1

When the question of expectations arose in subsequent interviews, each
participant had much to Say. Participants consistently indicate that a broad range of
lmowledge and tasks are assurned to be undertaken; these oRen go beyond the
expectations found in any written job description or espoused by the employer.

Caueht Between DBerine Exaectations
They expect me to know everythg, help with everythuig; h d a job, move, get
firmiture, find public housing, daycare, everything. Corne home and continue
working. 1 would start at 7:30 a.m. making phone calls fiom home and then fXsh at
9:00 p.m. 3nr

The specific tasks described above may well be written in this participant's job
description. The way in whicb the job is done is in response to the expectations of the
clients. High and unrealistic expectations have, either previously or stilI, caused every

participant to work very long hours and do everythulg requested of them. This approach
to their work puts participants in confiict with the expectations of the employer who does
not support working Eorn 7:30 a m . to 9:00 p.m. and receiving calls at home.
Participants have ofien felt caught between the pressures fiom the clients and the words
r
easy response is that they are not expected to work so hard.
of a s u p e ~ s owhose

Participants dso descnie differences between their own approach to a task and
the approach taken by the employer or supervisor. When one participant was expected to

train her own cornmunity members to host new immigrants fiom the same community,
she called the two parties together and introduced them to each other. The practice at the
workplace, however, was to conduct a volunteer training session for the hosts.

Fstead of Canadian families,] 1 get [my own community] to host newcorners. They
prefer an informal approach. A more formal Canadian approach; training, coming to
meetings, is not the way they would do it. 3nr
Fortunately in this case, the supervisor was weU aware of the different
expectations fiom the members of the worker's comrnunity and, following discussion,
supported the actions taken.

Only one participant works in a setting where there are no other immigrant
service providers. Educating the employer about the approach to senrice delivery that is
appropriate for the comrnunity is necessary.

Its different than the mainstream. They expect you to do more senice. But you
have to develop trust first. You have to taIk around the issue. Don't provide "real"
service, and the time takes longer. If the agency does not recognize this, you are
under pressure. They ask, why does it take longer? Why don? you go out and work
instead of taking? 7nr

'Taking," for the participant, means discussing general issues; anything but the
problem or issue at hand. In her culture, this is important for building a relationship, trust
and credibility. For the employer, "tallcingy7is fiivolous and is not getting to the objective

of the work. Other participants also approach their work and communication with clients
the way they were accustomed in their country. One person descnbes the nature of the
people as "[my commUTUty people] are so fiîendly, not iike Canadians who are very
fomal" (3nr). Ways of reiating to community members, client expectations and the
approach encouraged by the workplace s u p e ~ s oput
r this participant in a difficdt place.

1have been doing this kind of work all my life but never have 1 dealt with the kind
of approach that a Canadian professional would have. 1used to always feel that 1
was doing more than [my supervisor] would ask and I've been told many times that 1
shoulddt do so much, that 1need to stop. 1 felt that maybe 1was making a rnistake,
that people were grabbing me all over the place and that 1gave everything 1 could
because 1 was truly concerned and interested in the people. People grabbed at me
and used that and I've been learning a rational approach, but it's a bad approach. It's
the "Canadian way" and its drawing lines and only going so far as what you can
maybe do. It leaves me more sane on the one hand, but I hate the Canadian
professional way. 2nr

Clients expect not only that the service provider should relate to them in a certain
way, or that rnany things should be done for them, but they also expect services which
puts the worker in a situation that the employer may view as an ethical dilemma. S e ~ c e
providers are often asked and expected to assist the client in actions that go against
existing rules. In the example below, the participant is receiving pressure to make a case
for additional insurance benefits, even though the client is not entitled to the extra
arnount. At the sanie time, total allegiance and confidentiality is expected. Service
providers are placed in situations of knowing that a client is doing something that is
against the rules and, if authorities becorne aware, the client c o d d suffer extreme
consequences.

People expect heip to get what they are entitled to. Some expect miracles. Some
expect to get things that they are not entitled to and that 1 cm and should get it for
them. 6nr

In the above example, the client expected the worker to break the d e s . It is a
general feeling among participants that they are expected to do more than their job,
whether it means breaking rules or not. ''When you are f?om the same comtry, people
take advantase of you" (3nr).

People are expecting and think you are supposed to do it, you must do it for them,
everything. Sometimes 1 believe if people can do it, its good for thern to do it. 1
agree if there are problems with the language, 1 will help them, but if i f s the same
language, why can they not be doing that? Or sornetimes they have to go
somewhere. The thing is we are supposed to take them fiom one place to another
because we have a car and they wiU c d up, can you please take me to the doctor, so
you d l Say ok come to my office and I will go with you. They Say, you come to
my house, tt.iings Like that, they expect you to do everything. (4)

One participant describes the varying expectations of clientele as dependent on
e
life experience and/or the length of time the
factors such as trust in the s e ~ c provider,
client had been in Canada.

There are differences in expectations of clients. First, there are those who have little
expectations. They don? feel you can do anything and don? aLlow you to do the
work. Second, some think you should take over responsibility. They expect
everything. 1have to Say no politely. This is easier with experience. The k t two
groups are both very difficult to work witli. Third, some accept whatever they can
and are gratehl. These are people who have exposure with professionals and are
educated. They have resources and do achievements themselves. If they are used to
society changing and have been here for a certain tune, they tend to be more
accepting. 7nr

The above participant works with people £iom a similar geographic region,
however she describes only one of the three ethnic backgrounds as beuig the same as
hers. She acknowledges that the two ethnic groups which are not s d a r ; do not have the
same hi& expectations. This was shared by a I l other participants who have experience in
working with different ethnic communities. Various explanations are given for the high
expectations encountered fiom their own community, and for the more realistic
expectations felt fkom clients of a different ethnic background.

It's like, they can function in another country [own community]. They corne here
and they forget everything, how to survive because now they have somebody to
work for them. Making appointments, making phone c d s , going to school, taking
with teachers; things like that, so they donytwant to do it.. .. Maybe because they
think we are fcom the same community, 1 speak the same language, maybe 1 have
the same background as them.. ..because if you work with your own commmity you
c m push people. One exampie is the people fiom [a different community]. I love to
work with them. They are nice, they are fiiendly and they will help you. 1mean if
you tell them to do somethïng, they will do it. But when they go to [their own]
community they [canytdo things alone] so they start having problems because they
expect people to do things for them.

...You [client] expect me to do everything for you. You think 1 will be like your
father, your mother, like 1 have to do everythuig for you. If you need to go to the
pharmacy you expect me to do it for you, things like that. The other communities,
you are working with different groups you just tell them things, you show them the
first tune and they can do i t But your community no, they wait for you to take
them. 4

Along with being caught between differing expectations and feeling obligated to
give favours, workers also face persona1 questions and invitations, and face being taked
about in the community. These latter sub-themes provide a context for the next major
themes, which turn more specifically to the impact of the work on home and social life,
and the workers' resulting feelings and actions.

Persona1 Questions and Invitations
Participants state that it is common for clients to ask questions of a personal
nature. For some, particularly those who had been here G r a longer time, these questions

are seen as crossing a persona1 line. It is uncornfortable for this worker to be asked so
many persona1 questions. If a response was not given, the clients saw her as cold and
unfiiendly.

Her response was to avoid situations where a lot of tirne allowed for

conversation other than work. These feelings were shared by two other participants.

This is something that the Canadian professional dmesn't have to face. Like they ask
you how much you get paid, how long you worked for this place and.. . what kùid of
car I'm driving, where do 1go shopping, and where my parents my family live and
do, whatever. 1

For the other three participants, it was also comnaon to be persona1 with clients.
e
While sharing of persona1 information is expected and ccdrnfortable, al1 s e ~ c providers
have become less cornfortable with persona1 invitations fiom the clients.

The most

common invitation to service providers is to be a guest in the client's home.

The

invitation normally includes spouses and children. It oftem resdts in an expectation to be
invited back to the participant's home. Many are inviêted to weddings, convocations,
baptisms and other special family events. Clients are a l s o interested and often quite
insistent in having service providers' home telephone numbers.

While persona1

discussion is acceptable, participants have generally leamed to decline al1 personal
invitations. This reaction is M e r described in the sub-theme "Social Life; Distancing
kom the Community".

Community Talks about the Worker

In an earlier section on confidentiality, it was mentioned that everyone h o w s
everyone and information spreads quickly. This is true for the seMce provider who O ften
hears third or fourth hand what is being said about them and their work. Two service
providers state that they hear both positive and negative comments through the grapevine.

AU other comments and exampies fiom participants regarding feedback or "gossip" fiom
their own community members is negative. They were asked why this may happen.

Some people may be jealous that we have tbis job, some people just don't tmst us or
just don't think that we've done anything for them. Some people don't want to taik
to us because they may think that we are spies. We do this work and are doing a lot
for people in the first couple of months when they come and after about 3 or 4 years
people don't consider you as someone who does anything. They think you do
nothing. They don't remember the things that happened years earlier. It's hard
w o r h g at al1 the different stages with people in different spaces. ...if you do
something or Say something that isn't quite accepted then it spreads quite quickly
and c m niinyour image in the cornmunity- 2nr

The seMce provider is at the mercy of clientele who will determine if something
they have done or said is or is not acceptable.

When you are providing a service and people are aggressive, if you say I'm sorry, 1
have an appointment tomorrow they go and they talk with another person and say,
he's not doing his job. Then somebody cornes and says what's happening to you? 1
say 1 have an appointment and 1 told hirn that 1 can make an appointment for another
day. But the thing is it's hstrating that they can abuse the system and they can go
to taik with people and say oh he's not doing his job, he doesn't want to help me
anymore. 4

Defining what is acceptable cornes back to peoples' expectations of the seMce
provider. Al1 service providers realize that they could not survive if they try to iive up to
such high and unrealistic expectations. This participant shares the client's reaction when

he did not do everything for them.

".d h e y get upset, they go to different places and they

talk about you, that you are lazy, that you don? want to do tlIngs, things like that" (4).
For one participant, people's comments are not based on her actions or words,
rather on age or gender.

People talk about me. 1hear indùectly. They are focussing on minor things, that 1
am too young. Or they are unsure 1c m do the job because 1am a woman or 1 am
too Canadianized. 1 hear this fiom my mother. 7nr

Summary: Work outside of the job description

Al1 participants experience high and unrealistic expectations fi-om clients who are
kom the same ethnic community. At times, clients' requests or actions create ethical
dilemmas for s e ~ c eproviders. Participants experience and observe that client
expectations are not as high when the client is fiom a different ethnic cornmunity.

Immigrant service providers are often needing to deal with ciifferences between
the expectations of clients and the way their supervisor expects them to do their work.
For some participants, a "Canadian" approach to the work is cold and distant. This
approach is not appropriate or cornfortable for their commmity. Workers are often asked
persona1 questions andor given personal invitations for social events outside of work
hours.

Ifthey cannot or do not meet the expectations of clients, the consequence may be

that there is negative gossip about the worker in the co~nmunitywhich eventually makes

its way back to them. This has an impact beyond the seMce providers as can be seen in
the next theme.

Famiiy and Social Life Cross with Work
Makes it Difficult at Home

AU participants in this research are manried and talk of their spouses as being
directly affected by their work. In all cases clients have made calls to the worker's home
telephone number. Work related calls to the house are generally not well received by
spouses, particularly in the beginning. For one participant, the spouse was initially upset,
but becarne used to the calls and the expectations fkom the clientele which have crossed
over to unpaid, persona1 time. 'My poor [spouse]. In the beginning it made [spouse]
upset, but now [s/he] understands a bit more and helps with some of the tasks" (3nr).

Another participant adrnits that the work bothered the spouse in earlier years but
now "my [spouse] is ok and gets used to [calls at home]" (6nr). Both of these families
continue to socialize with their own community. Three other participants also state that it
has gotten better for the spouse, however, the action taken to achieve this result was to
withdraw fiom the ethnic community. This has an impact on their social life and will be
M e r discussed in the following section.

Al1 s e ~ c providers
e
who work or have worked with their own ethnic community
members speak of h e s when information about their work made its way into their
homes.

Everybody knows what you do and things get back to the cox~lfnunityand things get
back to the family- Ifthere is something you do or feel you worked in the right way,
or appropriate way or said the right things but the person you Say those to doesn't
agree then it can get blown up in the cormmlity and it spreads very quickly and it's
things like that that get back to (spouse) and make things tough at home. 2nr
For one participant, these incidents caused significant stress for her husband and
in their relationship.

This affects my Ife at home. People c d . They are nagging rny husband about
where 1am. My husband says 1don? kuow where she is. And they said, what kind
of husband is that, you don? know where she is? [chuckles nervously] It pinched
my husband, it hurt him. It feels like he is the one who lost control, doesn't know
what his wife is doing, where she is and so on. 1

This participant explained to me that their culture is traditionally male
dominated in the home. Over the past number of years, their roles have been altered with
her working outside of the home.

CommUnity members do not always accept or

understand these changes and, in this example, it is the spouse who hears about it.
Community people talk and eventually my husband laiows what 1[may have done
two months ago at work], right? So b y husband] said, you know 1 dont [need to]
know what you are doing, 1 trust you, but this is what my fiend told me. ..., he said,
"next time you come to visit me, come alone. 1 don7 want your wife to hang out
with my wife anymore. She's got too much Canadian stuff on her head and she may
spoil my wife, women know too much. They take over the power in the families
and all kinds of things. So 1become M e r isolated. 1

In the above quote, criticism of the participant's approach in dealing with a
femaie client in an abusive relationship had reached the worker's spouse, creating
distance both in the community and tension at home.

Participants do not feel that their children are directly affected by their work,
however the children's activities put t b e participant and spouse in touch with other
parents who are often clients, again crossing lines between personal and professional life.
Another thing af5ecting me now is in the school where my daughter goes. There are
five families there who speak [same language] and they used to be my clients, so in
the aftemoon when 1 go to see [my daughter], 1will meet them and they start asking
questions about work, how they c m do this, how they can do that. Nothing about
the school, how are our kids doing, let's do something together, everythmg is about
work. And you wilI try to leave that aside. Our kids go to school together. But they
are my clients. 4

This is the participant who changed churches, reaiizing that as a result, the
chifdren do not have the same opportunity to retain their first language. This change has
also caused isolation of an older relative who is living with the worker and family and
who does not speak English.

In addition to spouse and children, other relatives who live in Manitoba can also
be affected by the participant's work. One seMce provider has rnarried a person f?om a
different ethnic comrnunity. In this case, it is not felt that the spouse is affected by the
participant's work. Instead, it is her parents who relate to many of the cIienteIe and
receive information on the work of their daughter.

My husband is fiom a different country. My mother and father are here and things
get to their ears. People do Say things, both positive and negative. My mother asks
me about them. 7nr
In-laws also have contact with clients within a social or c o m u n i t y context,
hearing information about their relative and, in some cases, being put in a position of
feeling a need to defend him/her.
My [older relative], goes to this Cplace] where elderly people go, and they are happy.
AU of them love me. My [in-laws] go to [places] and they wiU hear good things and
bad things, so 1 told them, if you hear things, just ignore thm. Don't protect me.
Don't do anything, just Listen and Say, that's good. Just telling them, in that way is
affectkg them too, because they go to [location] and they thuik they have to protect
me, so it is Hecting them, not only m y immediate farnily, [spouse] and rny kids, but
all my family. A couple of [relatives] were upset with somebody because they were
talking bad about me.. .Things like that. 4

Social Life; Distancing fiom Community
The work of the participants has an impact on their own and their family's social
and community life. In one case the service provider feels that clients do not want to be
fiends with either the worker or the spouse. This is the same participant who sees some
members of the cornrnunity feeling jealous or mistrusting the worker.

Things get back to [rny spouse] and make things tough at home because then people
don't really want to be fkiends with you. Its not just me but [my spouse] as well.
Everyone wants to be your fiend in the f h t six months though because they feel
that you can do something for them and it's after those six months or initial year is
up when they've learned the tools of living in Canada that they him around and say
well what the hell do you do? Not a whole lot. And that's when they don't r e d y
know who you are. 2nr

This participant expresses that people were Kendly as long as they see that he has
something to offer to them. @ter participants make the decision themselves to withdraw
fiom social relationships within the community, or feel that they have no choice. "People
would talk in the community and [my spouse] doesn't want to hang out with them and
listen to things that they Say about me." 1 Most have leamed, through their own
experiences, that it is better to remain distant,
As soon as you start socializing with them, they expect more things fiom you. 1 did
once, twice, a big mistake, to be getting together with some clients. They were old
clients, they came once. 1went to one fiiend's house and [the clients] were there
and they invited us for b e r . But that was a big mistake because as soon as 1
started doing that, they were expecting me to do more things because 1 became not a
counsellor but a fiiend. So 1realize its f i c u l t for me to make fnends.. .4

Two service providers state that they continue to socialize with their own
community members, however, they are not socializing with those who were currentIy
clients.

When you are £tom the same country, people take advantage of you. It is hard for
thern âs they see you as a fiiend. They invite you to the house. 1 feel uncomfortab~e
going. 1will go as a home visit, but not to visit. 1just keep making excuses not to
go. 3nr

The same participant and spouse remain social with many people in their
community, as long as the person is not a client. A client was being defined as "a person
who needs my help" (3n.r).

During the interviews, it was evident fiom each participant that their personal and
work lives are linked and that family members living both within the home or the
province are touched by the participant's work and clientele. It also became clear that
participants make conscious efforts to limit or restrict their involvement with clients
outside of the workplace to some degree. When asked why they limit their involvement
or contact with clients, participants said that it is partially due to their work but also due
to dynamics tvithin their community andlor to their own nature.

For two participants, the political or religious differences among their same ethnic
community would have meant a social separation fkom many community members,
regardless of the participant's work.

One participant, with a spouse from a different

country, has developed "Canadian" social ties which are more appealing to the family.
They seldom mix with the service provider's ethnic community. Although clients invite
them out socially, they poIitely decline- The social separation with clients suits both the
participant's preference and the need for distance in the job.

The reason to keep separate is 60% because of myself and the rest because of the
job. I keep socid life separate because given the education 1 received [in Canada],
the type of thinking, 1 no longer fTnd the type of social activity fulfTlling a n p o r e .
Given my lirnited time, my preference is different. 1 am not rejecting them, just
choosing different activities. 7nr

Summary: Farnily and Social Life Cross with Work
Participants al1 speak of their work crossing into their home life. This is often
through phone calls, personal invitations or family members hearing about the worker

korn community members talking. While participants feel that children are not directly
affected by the work, social activities with their children ofien put them in contact with
clients. Participants' social Iives are affected in a number of ways: clients choosing not
to be &ends; workers choosing not to socialize with clients; workers withdrawing fiom
social or c o m u n i t y events due to presence of clients. Participants state that the reason
for the degree of socializïng or not with their own community is partially due to the job

and partially due to their nature or other factors.

Impact of Job Affects Approach and Attitude to Work
Throughout this chapter, 1 have made an effort to present themes which speak
directly to the impact of the work on participants' Lives. During the analysis of the
interviews, 1noticed that participants often commented on how they react to or deal with
the effects of workbg with their own communities. These comments, when coded,
resulted in a category called "action 1took". These actions are a result of the impacts of

being a public person, facing unrealistic expectations, having clients in one's social
circles and so on.

The previous section began to look at how participants deal with the

crossover between their work and their social lives. The following section continues in
this vein by: presenting changes in the approach to their work that participants have
made since starting their job; sumrnarizing how participants cope with the impact of their
work on their lives; and noting how their work makes the participants feel.

Adjusting to the Canadian Way

You know when you just corne to Canada, you don't know the environment, you
don? have lots of connections. Of course we all need connections and have a sense
of belonging and not be isolated. It bothered me a bit in the first few years. 1didn't
have as much confidence as 1 have now, so it was pretty scary, pretty nervous for me
sometimes and 1always have to watch my back to see who I'm taking with and 1
always checked my behaviour, ... Of course in life you always have to lose
sornething and gain something. That's how 1rationalize things and live with that and
I'm pretiy happy because 1 have much more positive experiences than negative
experiences. Those are things that 1should teli you. I

In the first i n t e ~ e wthis
, participant reflects on how the approach to the work has
changed over the years with experience, growth, more t h e in Canada, m e r education and
a number of agency changes. InteMews with subsequent participants also touched on
changes in their approach to service delivery over time. All participants have experienced
the following changes.

In the beginning, service providers gave their home phone nurnbers to clients. M e r
some tirne, service providers moderated this practice to giving phone numbers and accepting
calls oniy under certain circumstances.

1 used to give people my home number, phone number because 1would think I'm
working in this work, because I feeI so sorry for people, 1 understand they don?
speak English. 1went through that pain, so 1do feeI under a certain obligation to
give them my phone number. For example, a woman who is pregnant, if the woman
is abused, or the elderly who doesn't speak English and doesn't understand the
medication. She forgets things and she doesn't know how to read or write, right?
Even if you write it down for her, it means nothing, ri@? So you feel, you make an
exception. You make a rule and then you bend it, you make exceptions for certain
people. 1

When they started their jobs, service providers worked extra long, hard and
committed hours, going beyond any expectations of the employer. After some time, service
providers re-evaluated the time and energy spent in their work and reduced the level of their
involvement in the lives of their clients. The reasons for this change, and the related feelings
about it Vary among service providers. Some realized that the pressure was too much on
them personally and were also encouraged to pull back by their supervisors.

1try to distance myself, othenvise you go crazy. They call me not as much at home.

w y supervisor] teils me not to be so nice. It is hard. If it is not an emergency, 1tell
them to call me tomorrow morning. From the beguming 1was very involved, more
than now. It w a s interferhg with my Mie. 3nr

One participant realized how much the long hours affected his family when his

wife took a job which kept her out of the home a lot. This experience helped him to
realize that he was missikg too rnuch time with his family.

As soon as 1 realized that my [spouse] is having problems taking work home and 1
saw the way she was reacting, 1realized 1 was doing this for six years. And now I'm
feeling bad, so now I'm trying d e r 1 leave work at 5:00, I'm trying to leave
everythmg b e b d . Sometimes its difficult, in the rniddle of the night you will start
thinking, how a m 1 going to solve this problem, and start going around and around
yes, if you have .any difficult situations. So sometimes it happens but I'm trying to
leave work at wo-rk and live rny private life. 4

A number of participants changed their approach to the work over time
according to what they refer to as the "Canadian way". This service provider sees that
distancing himself ikom the community makes his life less stressfùl on the one hand, but

he remains conflicted as it is not in his culture to be cold and distant as Canadians are in

his view.

I began working for humanistic reasons, gÏving 100 % more than the wual and have
now developed an understanding of what's referred to as the Canadian way. Et's not
a human way of dealing with things. It's very cold. For example, just before lunch
there was a meeting with a famiIy who didn't have an appointment and they couldn't
give a +***about making an appointment. They came and they are in real crisis and
they met with a number of the staff who, when it came to noon, al1 had different
commitments that they had, One goes home, one goes out, he c o m a to meet me,
they alI leave for their own reasons and leave this famiIy behind and go on with their
lives and he sees it as a very horrible cold way of doing things. Canadians can walk
away- You don't think after work about your work. Its better to do it in a Canadian
way but its not nght. 2

Another way in which s e ~ c eproviders changed is reakîng that the high
expectations and resulting negative feedback are unrealistic. While in the beginning they
were bothered when they could not or did not meet those expectations, after some t h e they
learned not to take it personally.

At first when 1 start working it used to affect me a lot. Now I'U Say to the people,
the reality is not like that. You know that we have lots of people and 1 am not going
to take you to the [ethnic] doctor, and 1 am not a taxi service, so 1just teil people that
no, we don't do that. It used to affect me a lot. People were mad, They used to go
to different organizations and t a k bad about me. Then they used to cal1 and Say this
person is complaining about you, its Like 1 used to get down, like I'm doing
something wrong. But you start t a h g with people and you f k d that they have the
same problems Iike they try to expect too much fiom you? And our work is not to
serve only you, but for 200 people and we have clients, new clients a l l of the time.
So we just try to be fair with everybody. If I start working only with you, what's
going to happen to the other group? 4

Fmdings

When they fïrst started working, service providers were more apt to accept socid
invitations fiom clients.

After some tirne, more discretion was used in accepting.

"People do invite me and 1decluie. In the early years, at f i s t it felt good and 1 accepted
some. Over the years it was harder at work, so 1 stayed away." 7nr

Way back in early times when 1worked with [another agency] my husband used to
have lots of Eends in the community and then [we] just drifted gradually away fiom
the community.. ..I think partially because of my work. ... sometimes people would
talk in the community and he d o e d t want to hang out with them and listen to things
that they Say about me. Also, there's lots of celebrations here that [are exclusive to
other geographic area of coutry]. ...it doesn't make me feel part of that. There are
lots of things people say that 1don? even know that exist because you know 1was
fiom part of a different system, [different] govement. 1
Developing Strategies to Cope
Participants' shared much information about the various changes that they have
made in their approach to their work over time. Many changes were made in order to
deal with the impact of working with their own comunïties as described in the previous
sub-section. Throughout the interviews, participants also mentioned ways in which they
currently address challenges in their work.

Participants al1 recognize that they are not able to meet al1 expectations placed on
them by clients. Most have developed ways to Say no when they are not able to do what
is expected or if they do not have the time to do it when asked. "You can Say sorry, 1
have another appointment and show them your book" (4). The same participant reminds
hindherself that being a taxi driver is not in the job description, and is able to express this
to clients who are insistent on being unnecessarily driven to appointrnents.

Participants learned to tell people to c d them at work, not at home, although each
would assist if the situation were an emergency. A few workers stress the importance of
treating everyone the same and not doing favours.

When asked fiom where they get support, four participants said they would talk
with their supervisor. Others said that they tend to handle things alone, they t a k to other

workers or they discuss things with their spouse. Other ways they deal with work related
stress includes reading, spending t h e with family and maintainhg a sense of humour.

Table 4-4 captures the actud words of the participants when talking of how they
have coped with stress. Their words are linked with the first three themes as descnbed in
the fhdings.

Table 4-4: Dealing with the Impact of Working with your Community-summary

PubIic Figure in the Community

Being a public
Reputation is
important
Needing to be a
role model
Confidentiality
is key

1 Watch my back; Always check my behaviour
Lie about my age to gain respect; develop a good reputation in the
cornmuniîy; protect my reputation; conduct myself properly; sometimes 1
make sacrifices to protect myself
1don't dare gossip; I remember that 1am a part of the community
In the cornmunity 1keep my mouth shut; 1 bite my tongue

Work outside of the job description
Caught
1 Don't let it consume me; Work with my heart; 1do care for thern, but don't
between
take care of thern; 1 pretend I don't se; [ethical dilemmas]. ..doesn7tmean I
dzrering
don? get upset; 1get to know the job well, 1 laiow the d e s and regulations
apectations
Personal
1 rnake excuses not to go; 1 try to avoid people asking; 1 rnake a rule and then
questions and bend it, there are always exceptions; 1have to refuse, Say no, decline; 1Say to
invitations
cal1 me at work; 1 politely avoid; 1teIl thern straight; 1pretend 1 don't hear
Cornmunify
If people complain, just listen; If you hear good things, say that's good; 1
defend other colleagues; 1don? let it bother me, its not personal
the worker
Family and Social Life Cross ~vithWork
Makes it
Dl%$cult at
Horne

Social Lzye;
Distancing
fiom
Comrnuniîy

1tell my husband not to talk about our home life; 1tell them they c m see me in
the office If it is not an emergency; 1made a major mistake in giving my home
telephone number (mentioned by majority of participants); 1 live a private life,
separate fi-om work; 1leave work at 5:OO; IIeave everything outside; 1do not
link clients with relatives; 1spend time with family; 1 do not give rny number
Al1 of us need comections; 1 try not to be isolated; 1 try to fmd fnends; 1get
further apart fYom cornmunity; 1am not into socializing; 1need to stay away
from comrnunity; 1 choose events carefùlly, only the important ones; 1don?
feel bad about the distance; 1 try to distance myself or 1 go crazy; 1 refer
fnends elsewhere; 1 distance myself so 1 c m work with the cornrnunity; 1don't
allow people to get too close; 1 do not reach out too far; I try not to get
involved with special cornrnunity groups

There are Pros and Cons to the Work
Throughout the interviews, participants had many comments on how they feel
about their work. When comments were grouped into those which indicated a negative
feeling versus those indicating a positive feeling, al1 participants but one had
approximately twice as many negative as positive feelings. Table 4-5 sumarizes the
words or expressions £kequently used by participants throughout the interviews. These
describe the rewards and challenges of their work.

Table 4-5 Rewards and Challenges of the Work

ï'he work is - ..

sometimes good;
3 nice;
3 a powerfiil experience;
3 more positive than negative.
3

1feel.. .

In the work.. .

thankful;
I'm doing something right;
happy;
good;
satisfaction;
at firsî felt bothered, not now;
I'm doing good job;
proud of traditions;
thankflll to have job;
1like people;
1believe in myself.

3 you have positive things;
1gain experience;
P 1leam about myself.

>

3 sornetimes bad;
P tough;
3 challenging;
stressfirl;
P difficult;
3 more negative than positive.
3 tired;
ktrated;
uncornfortable;
tom;
alienated;
guilty;
mad;
sorry;
obligated;
upset;
hm;
lonely;
under pressure;
stuck in the middle;
that 1don't know what to do.
everything people Say is negative;
> there are so many problems;
3 there is huge pressure;
> you are in a no win situation.
-

-

The s e ~ c provider
e
who has the most positive things to Say about the work also
describes the decision to become involved in hisher work a s a strong desire Tom the
beginnulg. ' m e n 1got off the plane at the airport and was greeted by someone in this
work, 1knew that 1 wanted to do this job. 1 toId my [spouse] that then- S h e reminds me

of this."

3nr This participant is also the only one to taLk of the workplace as being a

beautifid environment with a supportive supervisor. '"ïhere are many resource people there
to help, like other staff and other counseiiors to talk with" (3nr).

All participants, including the positive one, t a k of their job as beùig very (

The only participant who mentioned no rewards has been in the job the least amount of t h e
and did not choose to do this type of work.

Being part of a relatively small community can be extremely ~hallen~aing.The
most negative experience one participant describes about the work resulted in a feeling of
isolation, with leaders in the cornmunity going against M e r . This occurred because of
the usual practice of recording an interpreter's name in a court document.

There was a [messy divorce] in the community where 1worked with both partners
because 1 was the only worker. 1 was subpoenaed for one spouse and my name
appeared in the court documents. This got to the community and made many
problems for me. 1was just doing my job, being fair. But 1was blamed for being on
one side. Since then, 1 will never put my naine down on paper. 6nr

Findings

The closeness of a community c m also Iead to rewards, satisfaction and honour.

Because of my own difficult child birth [without an interpreter] 1worked as a labour
there was nobody doing that,
coach. 1took many people, you know in the be-g
just me. I was with the women through labour and they named the children after
me, or they asked me to name the children. 1felt so honoured [srniles]. 1 went with
the women then would have the husband go in and Say, tliis is how you do it and see
what it is like to go into labour, so he would have sympathy with the wife.
Sometimes relationship building was much better after that. They shared special
moments in their Life, whatever, so they share more with me later and it made me
feel good- 1
Summary: Impact of Job M e c t s Approach and Attitude to Work

With tirne and experience on the job, participants have changed a number of ways
that they approach their work in order to deal with the impact of working with their own
community. More distance is created between work and home, less hoEs are worked and
negative and unfair feedback is taken less personally. Service providers shared a number

of comments on how they cope with stress encountered on the job.

Participants

experience both rewards and challenges in their work. When focussing only on working

with their own community, there are more challenges than rewards.

Other Immigrant Service Providers; Confirming the Findings

The methodology chapter describes the process used to identiq and interview
participants. As a part of this process, two immigrant s e ~ c providers
e
met with me after
much of the data analysis had been completed in order to provide feedback on the themes

according to their own expenence. The result of this discussion was strong confinnation
that the findings also represented their observations, feelings, expenences and overall

journeys in their work While both are currently working with a very ethnically mixed
clientele, their initial caseload dealt only with their own communities- Both workers feel
that the members of their own c o m u n i t i e s know them and their families. They are
expected to be role models, being closely watched by clienteleWhen working with their communities, these two service providers often dealt
with conflicting expectations. They also experienced that the expectations of clients fiom
a different ethnic background were more realistic. They each shared their thoughts on the

reasons why these differences exist.

[Other clients] are different, more appreciative. Maybe [the same ethnic group
client] is jedous. We speak the same language and have the same culture. They
expect we are common people siirrounded by enemies. Your obligation is to help
me. You have this job, therefore you have to help. You have the power to do it.
They expect favours, not the regular way. When 1 did what 1was supposed to, it
was never enough. 9nr
They think you can do it and are obliged to do something because we are f?om the
same clan. Ifyou have common fiends, they expect favours. 8nr

Ln our discussion, the service providers shared the experiences of distancing
themselves fiom the community over time, not giving their home phone numbers and not
taking the negative feelings of clients too personally. My final question to these two
workers was, when they thought of working with their own colllfnunity, were there more
positive aspects or negative aspects for themselves. Both responded that there were more
negative than positive.

Fmdings

General Observations and Summarv of Findings

The human senrice providers interviewed shared many aspects of their work and
personal Lives- Out of these interviews emerged common themes for the participants:
being a public figure in their own community; expectations and reactions faced by the
worker; the impact of these dynamics on their home and social Me; and their own
resulting actions and feelings. While M e r analysis and discussion of these fuidings are
included in the following discussion chapter, I end this chapter with comments on other
data which was not included in the above presentation of h d i n g s and with a few of my
own observations.
Over the years of working in settlement services 1 noticed that the vast majority of

immigrant colleagues experienced the same changes in their approach to work as outlined in
the section "Adjusting to the Canadian Way". No matter what was suggested or strongly
recommended, when people began their jobs, they gave their home numbers, socialized with
clients, accepted personal invitations and worked long, hard days. 1 was often b t r a t e d as a
supervisor when 1realized that my advice was not heeded. After some time, each pulled
back on their own. Each participant confirmed that this is somethhg a person needs to leam
through experience. You cannot force boundaries; new workers would do what they feel is
the best way regardless of a s u p e ~ s o r ' sor anyone else's direction.

One fkding in particular was surprishg to me. While 1 have noticed that working
with one's own comrnunity presents challenges, 1was surprised by the strong feelings
conveyed by the majority of participants who said they would prefer not to work with

their own people and that people fkom different communities treat them much better. It
was evident that members of their own communities place much higher expectations on
the worker. All participants who have worked with other clientele state that it is harder to

work with their own ethnic communityParticipants who have been in the field a short period of time have more negative
things to Say about the job than those who have worked longer. The people who were
more positive about their job said they consciously chose this type of work. The other
participants had not chosen this as their preferred work and felt that it was the best or

only choice they had at the time. When asked if they would recommend this job to
someone else they responded that they would not.
Without me asking, al1 but one participant talked about how important they felt
this research was for them. They said that they seldom had the opportunity to talk about
what it is Iike to work with their own cornmunity. In fact, most said they have never been
asked.
1 always thought somebody should do this [research], because.. -1work in human

services for how many years. ... You know its me as a worker that faces it and
...other.. .people working with their own culture face it, but nobody does it. There's
lots of books vnitten about other things, dilemmas people have at work, but they
didn't take a look at how [working with my own comrnunity] affects me as person,
how it affects my family life, how it affects my decisions in terms of career, and how
it affects how 1perceive the community.. ..I'm glad that you do this.. . 1
Finally, an unexpected outcome of doing this research was to discover that there
is a body of literature that closely rnirrors the experiences shared by the participants.
This literature is explored in Chapter Five, the discussion.

Discussion

CHAPTER FIVE: Discussion
The literature review in Chapter Two focuses on cross-cultural social work, ethnic
minority service providers, values, context of work and stress.

From this review, a

conceptual h e w o r k was developed which illustrates how the literature relates to the work
of immigrant service providers (see Figure 2.1). The

part of my discussion expands on

how these writings are linked to my research question. It also descnies how the literature

may be used as a resource to create a work enWonment which increases the potentid for

goadness of fit between immigrant service providers and their sub-systems; supervisors,
clients, communities and families (Robbins et al, 1998). Given that many areas of the
fiterature reviewed do not directly address the research question, the discussion identifies
how the findings contribute to the overall body of literature. Through the process of
interviewkg and analyzing the data, new aspects and entirely new areas of literature were
revealed. These include an expansion on issues around stress and s u p e ~ s i o n ,and an
introduction of the concept of bicultural interaction.

Also through the process of this research, it occurred to me that faith group leaders,
regardless of religion, share the challenges and rewards facing immigrant s e ~ c providers
e
who work with their own cornmunity. The second part of this discussion describes how 1
was led to this body of literature, outlines the connections between the lives of faith group
leaders and the participants i n t e ~ e w e dand describes how this can be usefd for service
providers and supervisors.

Discussion

Return to the Existing Literature

Theoretical Framework: ResearcherysPerspective on the Literature and Findings
Coming fkom an ecological perspective, 1am reminded that effective social work
practice requÏres an awareness ofthe reciprocal impact that systems and clients have on each
other @evore & Schlesinger, 1996). Devore and Schlesinger emphasize that living beings
depend on one another for sunrival and that the unforeseen is what often disrupts
relationships. For supervisors whose responsibilities include the well-b eing of staff and
their effectiveness in the workplace, it is necessary to be aware of the systems which impact
on staff, ùicluding the known and the unforeseen. The unforeseen, in the case of many
s u p e ~ s o r s ,could be the impact on the Lves of immigrant service providers who are
working within their own communities. As part of being culturally competent, s u p e ~ s o r s
need to maintain an interest in cultural differences and how these differences a e c t staff, be
open to learning f k m the staff they supervise and encourage staff to draw on the natural
strengths ïnherent in their own traditions and comunities (Green, 1999).

A supervisor who approaches his/her work f?om a plwalist orientation needs to

appreciate the importance of a respectflll, culturally diverse workplace; one where cultwal
knowledge and traditions are appropriately shared and integrated into the work of al1 service
providers (Payne, 1997).

Discussion

Ethnic Match in Service Deliverv: Stress in the Lives of Immkant Service Providers
-

-

-

The underlying prernise in thÏs research is that there is an eùmic match between
worker and client in service delivery. Literature which examines this ethnic match
focuses on the effectiveness of the senrice provîded and how the therapeutic relationship
affects the client (Russell et ai, 1996; Ruelas et al, 1998; Snowden et al, 1995). A
significant contribution of the findings in this thesis is that they add a new body of
knowledge to this area; a recognition that an ethnic match in service delivery can also
have a significant impact on the lives of immigrant human service providers. These
findings have relevance for the practitioner as well as for the therapeutic relationship. If
the relationship is such that it causes significant stress for the worker, there may well be a
reduction in the quality of service provision.

The h d i n g s of my research, in fact, do indicate that the immigrant service
providers i n t e ~ e w e dface significant stress related to the pressures of behg a public
figure and role model, and of facing high and unrealistic expectations from clients.
Participants become separated from their social networks, face a heavy workload and
have strong emotional ties to their clientele. Literature on stress States that these factors
can lead the worker on the road to bumout (Compton & Galaway, 1994, Pines, 1983,
Schaufeli et al, 1993; Iglehart & Becerra, 1995). This should be of significant concem to
agencies and supervisors who employ workers in this situation given that bumout can
e
health and their effectiveness in
have a detrimental effect on both the s e ~ c provider's
their work.
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Burned out professionals are more fiequentiy absent or late for work.. .they become
noticeably less ideaIistic and more rigid; their performance at work deteriorates
markedly; and they may fantasize or a c W y plan on leaving.. .. Furthemore, the
fbtrations attendant to the phenomenon of burnout may lead to emotional stress.. psychosomatic problems. .. and increased marital and f d y contlicts. (Farber,
1983, p. 3.)

Stress is not necessarily problematic. It can encourage people to grow and develop
as they adapt and strive for a goodness offit with their environment (Robbins et al, 1998).
An ecological approach to practice focuses on the extent to which one's environment is
supportive or whether it is stress-producing. 'Recognition that îransactions between
individuals and their environments c m enhance or interfere with life situations, and thereby
be a source of support or stress, is an important principle in social work with diverse
populations" (Lewis & Greene, 1994, p. 203). If the balance between physical and social
demands and the individual's potential to deal with those dernands is severely upset,
ecological theorists would Say that the upsets will create problems in living (Greene, 1991).
Problems in living, translating to problems in the workplace, need to be of concem to
supervisors.

Literature on stress in the workplace can be a resource to agencies and supervisors

as it offers suggestions on coping, supporting and adapting to challenging environments.
Whigham-Desir (1993) offers strategies for coping with workplace depression includuig
ways to improve employee morale by creating a supportive environment and encouraging
self-care. The ecological approach emphasizes adaptive strategies, a major one being the
enhancement of coping skills. The ability to cope requires both intemal resources such as
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positive self-esteem and problem-solving skills and extemal resources, including family,
social networks and organizational support (Greene, 1991).

The challenge for immigrant service providers and their s u p e ~ s o r s according
,
to
the fïndings of rny research, is that the externd supports fiom family and social networks are
detrimentally affecteci by the work of the service provider, given that family and social life
cross with work. 1would also suggest that organizational support is lacking for immigrant
service providers.

Research done by Whigham-Desir (1993) indicates that worlsplace stress is more
intense for Afncan-Americans in a time of down-sizing given that colleagues may jump to
the conclusion that race, not competence, was the reason they were hired. If immigrant
service providers work primarily within their own coxnmunities, they also may feeI
vulnerable and experience increased stress believing (whether real or perceived) that their
job is tied to their cultural identity &or

lanpage(s) spoken. This vulnerability may cause

the same workers to hesitate in telling supervisors about the challenges of working within
their own cornrnunities. If an environment is such that there is limited opportunity or
cordort to address difficulties at work (limited organizational support), service providers
can have difliculty in adapting to their environment. The results of poor adaptation or lack
of fit between workers and their environments can be damaging to aU systems, including
clientele, community and workplace (Robbins et al., 1998). To assist agencies and
supervisors in enhancing organizational support for immigrant service providers, 1tum back
to writings in cross-cultural social work and ethnicdly diverse environments.
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Service Delivery in an Ethnically Diverse Context
The hdings of this study show that participants work in a cross-cultural context,
f e e h g caught between the expectations of a mainStream supervisor and those of a client
fiom their comm~~&-There are also examples of differences between a "Canadian"
members.
approach and that preferred by participants when relating to their own c o m m ~ ~ &
The Canadian approach seems cold and i n h u m e . The fïndings support the notion that the
participants are tvorking in a cross-cultural context and the literature, in tuni, offers insight
into ethnic sensitive practice.

Due to my own role as a supervisor throughout the majority of my work experience
with immigrants, 1see a strong comection between the Literature and the fïndings and their

e
My comments in this
relevance for agencies who employ immigrant s e ~ c providers.
section, therefore, are directed mainly toward supervisors of these workers and the agencies
who employ them.

Supervisors in social seMce agencies often carry the responsibility for staff training
which should result in a "standard of performance that has been detemiined in advance by
others to be good, ri&

in the best fom, or most sensitive and insightfûl" (Middleman &

Rhodes, 1985). Supervisors working in any context also have a responsibility in enswing
that al1 aspects of staff training reflect issues which arise out of culture and value ciifferences
between themselves, the workers and the clients (Iglehart & Becerra, 1995; Devore &
Schlesinger, 1996)-
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Research and theories which continue to emerge in the area of cultural diversity,
cross-cultural awareness and ethnic sensitive practice are usefiil resources for
supervisors, whether f?om the dominant culture or not, in their own development and in
their training and supportive responsibilities (Green, 1999; Lum, 2000; Devore &
Schlesinger, 1996; Diller, 1999). C o m o n threads in these writings include developuig
self-awareness and being open to l e m . In order to develop cultural competence in their
work, supervisors, must be open to learning about the work of immigrant s e ~ c e
providers, share in the challenges and joys faced and must be open to new ways to
approach service delivery which may arise out of cultural awareness (Garland & Escobar;
2988).

When approaching staff training and cultural awareness, supervisors fiom the
dominant culture must be aware that they are in a power position both through their
sanctioned roles in the agencies and theV status in society. In order to address these power

and racial dynamics, the s u p e ~ s o must
r
be a participant in the cultural awareness process
with staff. Each rnust be equally vulnerable in examining their own issues. Further insight

on the dynamics of power and racial issues can be gained by exploring theories on
minorities in social work practice, such as those found in Lum (2000) and Diller (1999). In
a work setting, a staff tearn c m be seen as a group of people who share common problems
and challenges in their jobs (Greene, 1991). Supervisors are encouraged to take advantage

of this natural group given that it is recommended to use group settings and skills to teach
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and encourage cultural sensitivity (Rittner & Nakanishi, 1993; Congress & L ~ M ,1993;
Norman, 1991).

In addition to exploring one's own values and promoting learning, ethnicdy diverse
workpIaces offer a natural group to promote bicultural interaction (Van Den Bergh, 1991).
Bicultural interaction irnplies a dual socialization process where one is successfûl in
participating in a mainStream culture while receiving m a t i o n for the vafues, beliefs and
behaviours consistent with one% culture of origin (Robbins et al, 1998). The notion of
bicdturalism is consistent with a pluralistic view of respect for each person's values, beliefs

and behaviourç. It also ackriowledges the reality of and need for adaptation with one's
environment, as is key in an ecological perspective. True biculhiralism c m only be achieved
when all participants become self aware and respectfid of other's differences. The process
of reaching biculturalisrn allows. all staff to be aware of cultural dynamics in the workplace
which affect their work. Through encouraging and facrlitating individual and group
exploration, and prornoting a state of biculturalism, supervisors cm contribute to a
productive and meaningful envhanment.

1 mention the concept o f bicultural interaction as 1 found it useful when 1began to
work iri a very ethnically diverse setting. Tt assisted me in understanding the importance of
respecting other cultures while continuing to understand and value m y own. 1recognize that
the concept of bicuItural interaction is prirnarily European and Arnerican in origin, and
refers to two cultures interacting; dominant and minority. The concept of multiculturalism
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which continues to emerge in Canada, refers to the same respect, maintaining and sharing of
cultures, only recognizes that the cultures interacting may be many and fkom various origins.

Immigrant senice providers are also accountable for their own leafning and
contributing to other group member's development. Self-awareness in immigrant staff can
encourqe the recognition and acceptance of value differences, even when the client is
cuiturally similar (Paniagua, 1998). Given that the participants are human seMce
providers who immigrated to Canada and are ethnic minorities, fiterature on ethnically
diverse clientele, minority service providers and settlement seMces can provide insight
into the lives of both worker and client group. The f i n h g s identify that participants
experience significant stress and challenges in their work, confinning the need for an
understanding of the effects of immigration and the need for support and recognition as is
stated in the iiterature ff-om settlernent services.

To this point, the discussion has focussed on training and support which c m lead to
e
alike. While this is key in longcultural competency in supervisors and s e ~ c providers
term staff developrnent, there are other concrete steps which could b e taken by agencies and
supervisors to actively consider the findings of this research. In a previous section it is
noted that an ethnic match between s e ~ c provider
e
and client causes stress for the worker

and potentially has a detrimental effect on the therapeutic relationship.

The obvious

question for a supervisor is whether or not immigrant seMce providers should work with
their own communities.

Discussion

Given the exploratory and qualitative nature of this study, 1 would not firmly
conclude that immigrant senrice providers should or should not work with their own
communities. 1 would, however, suggest that there is sufncient question raised in the

fïndings to encourage dialogue with immigrant service providers regarding their work. This
m u t be accompanied by a cornmitment on the part of a supervisor and management to
consider alternative ways to address service delivery. This is both for the protection of the
worker's job and the recognition that a different way may improve the overall health,
bctioning and effectiveness of the service provider. A number of alternatives exist. A
supervisor may consider balancing workers' caseloads between the same and different
ethnic comrnunity clientele. At the same time, experienced immigrant s e ~ c providers
e
cm
develop s u p e ~ s o r yskills by training paid interpreters when workhg with difEerent ethnic
groups.

Immigrant secvice providers should also be encouraged and supported to pursue

training and recognition in their work.

Regarding the response of agencies, the strongest recommendation 1 encountered
cornes fiom Gant (1996) who indicates that culturaily sophisticated agencies are better
workplaces for social work sta

CulturaiIy sophisticated agencies refer to organizations

whose policies encourage cultural cognitive developrnent (information and knowledge about
cultures), affective development @ow people feel about cultures) and skills training
(effective interaction with staff and clients of other cultures). It is interesthg to note that
these policies are usually better received by direct service workers than administrators- This
emphasizes the need to encourage s u p e ~ s o r sand management o v e r d to consider that
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openness to cultural differences may necessitate difficult transfomations, albeit change

which can serve to improve effectiveness and efficiency.

The existing literature offers a tremendous resource for immigrant service
providers, s u p e ~ s o r sand agencies in addressing the impact on the lives of the workers
as indicated by the findings of this study. A different area of literature, the lives of faith
group leaders, offers more insight into the impact of working within one's own
community.

Exploring the Lives of Faith Group Leaders

Although the previous discussion shows the relevance of the literature to this
research and the contribution of the findings to the literature, 1 was eager throughout this
entire journey to encounter a body of knowledge which would be more directly related to
the expenences of the participants. About mid-way through the interviews, and with the
emergence of the 'Tubiic Figure in the CornmUIUty" theme, 1 began to think of other

groups who were in a similar situation. Having grown up in a religious home, it struck

me that someone who is a fàith leader, rninistering to their own community, must
experience many of the same dynarnics as the participants in this study. 1knew without
looking that a body of literature existed on faith group leaders, whether pastor, rabbi or
priest. 1was just not sure how related it would be to my findings.
1 looked to the Literature on faith group leaders for a number of reasons. These

leaders provide senices to people who are of a sirnilar persuasion to themselves, in this case
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relïgious belief. Having been raised in a Mennonite (faith group) environment, f am aware
how for many denominations, religious affiliation directs values, beliefs and for ce&

faith

groups, cultural noms. Growing up, people involved in the church became our comunity.
The pastor was both the leader and a social fiend. His family was well laiown to d,
in fact
the family lived in the church basement and the entire congregation knew what they were

having for Sunday dinner as the aromas would begin to waft into the sanctuary durhg the
rniddle of the morning sermon.

1 looked at faith group leaders because it is work which has developed into a

recognized profession and career. Seminaries, colleges and other relevant places of learning
offer numerous degree programs which are increasingly becoming required for employment

as a reiigious leader. Discussions with a fkiend who has been a pastor and currently teaches
at a Mennonite universiw strongly affkmed my assumptions about similarities between my
research and the issues faced by those in the ministry. She also affimied that, given the
rnaturity of the profession of religious leaders relative to that of immigrant service providers,
plenty of literature exists which recognizes and M e r explores the effects of pastoral work
on faith group leaders' lives.

Table 5.1 summarizes the themes found in my research and my own assurnptions
which 1ed me to believe that faith group leaders had much in cornmon with immigrant
senrice providers working with their own community- The subsequent discussion supports
these assumptions through the literature.
presented in the summary.

Differences found between the groups are
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Table 5.1: TmmiTmmigrant
Service Providers and Faith Group Leaders; a summary of thesis

findings and assumptions on similarities

ministered to, the leader is known by al1 members. The
nature of the leadership role in a spiritual setting leads to the
membership viewing the leader as a role model; one to look
up to and one who is given credibility based on living what
they preach, Faith leaders are also counsellors. Whether
1 through casual conversation, counselling sessions or formal
1
1
confessions, they receive information where confïdentiality
I
must be respected.
Work outside of the job
Faith group leaders c m be expected to deal with a11 issues in
description
rnembers' lives often necessitating a 24 hour on-cal1
schedule, Faith can be an integral part of many people's
3 Caught between differing
expectations
1 daily and persona1 lives. The leader is expected to be a
1 &end, a support, a dinner guest and a volunteer. The
1 3 Persona1 questions and
invitations
members of a church, temple, synagogue, or any faith group
3 Community talks about the are not immune to gossip.
worker
The leader's famïly is h o w n to the faith group mernbers.
Family and Social Life Cross
with Work
Expectations often exist that the spouse is to be actively
P Makes it Difficult at Home involved in the work of the leader and comrnunity.
The faith group leader's social and work {ivesblend
3 Social Life; Distancing
fiom Cornmuniv
together.
Pastoral work has evolved to be recognized as a life choice
Impact of Job Mects
1 career and profession. It has been stÜdied and analyzed and
1 Approaeh and Attitude to
approaches to effective working and ways to support the
Work
leader have been developed. There are rewards and
3 Adjusting to the Canadian
challenges
in the work of faith leaders.
WaY
3 Changes made to cope
> There are pros and cons to
work
Community
P Being a public person
P Reputation is important
P Needing to be a role model
3 Confidentiality is key

1

After stniggling to relate cross-cultural and other social work literature to
both my research question and the findings, it was tremendously encouraging to find a
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weaIth of information about people involved in faith ministry. Even more encouraging
were the similarities of the wrïtings with the h d i n g s outlined in Chapter Four-

Everyone in - or associated with - pastoral ministry knows of the heavy toll on
pastors' personal and professional lives. Surveys commonly report time pressures,
stress, over-extension, IoneIiness and isolation, marital and famfiy difficulties,
spiritual dryness, and feelings of Ioss of rneaning. @arbaugh, Brenneis & W o n ,
1998).

Reviewing this area of literature shows a clear paralle1 between experiences of faith
group leaders and the immigrant service providers i n t e ~ e w e din my research.

The

similarities between the effects of their respective work on the lives of both service provider
groups strongly support the themes as they emerged in this research.

Public Figure in the Cornmunity
The theme of immigrant seMce providers being pubtic figures in their comunities
was taken verbatim fÏom participants' comments. The words "public figure" were not noted

in literature about faith group leaders. It would be assumed that the very nature of the
leader's job is such that they are h o w n by the membership whom they senre. What is clear
is that the private lives of the leaders and their families are open to fidl view of rnembership;
being referred to as the "fish bowi" environment (Friedman, 1985).

Barbara Gilbert (1987) writes about a study of support systems for clergy and
spouses. In response to a question about persona1 issues, one pastor reveals that his
reputation was important in the congregation and that he feit pressure to be a role model.

"Iwouldn7tt a k with parishioners. 1 don7twant them to see m y blemishes-at

al1 of them."

(p.17)

least not

Another clergy talks about the pressures of maintainhg

confïdentiality even among fnends: '7 feel like I always have to screen what 1Say- If 1
have a fiend in the parish there are subjects that are off limitts. 1 can't talk about many
church issues, my husband or our marrïage."

(Gilbert, 1987, p. 17) This comment

dosely resembles that of a participant when discussing the closeness of the community
and confidentiality issues.

When you are in the cornmunïty, you have to keep your mouth shut. Its hard,
aiways being alert because somebody knows somebody. 1have lots of hiends in
[rny] community. ..-1 need to watch what I Say and remember who said what and
not talk with others in the community. 3nr

Continuing with the literature review resulted in the discovery of other
similarities, particularly around the type of expectations placed on the faith leader and
dealing with parishioners whose actions were not always constructive for the
congregation or the leader (Boers, 1999).

Work Outside the Job Descn~tion

In the book How to be a Minister and a Humari Being, Warlick (1982) admit~the
role of a minister carries with it incredible burdens. It is a job which is difficult to define,
encompassing rnany roles and facing many expectations (p. 16). This is consistent with
participants in my study feeling that they were expected to do everything for the client.
A persistent therne when studying clergy stress is the "always available" nature of their

work and life (p.35).

"This factor makes ministerial stress different fiom stress found in
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other professions in which perçons are not available at all times." (p. 35) Being on cal1

24 hours a day, as is described by participants in this study, also creates stress on the
service provider. The difference in this area is that immigrant service providers did, to
the extent possible, try to reduce their availability after work day hours, They did,
however, respond to urgent needs such as medical emergencies, as would a priest. The
following quote, spoken in the context of clergy, provides a good summary of the issues
faced by the participants interviewed as they describe being public figures in their
community and comment on the work expected outside a job description.

The expectations of parishioners not only encompass on-the-job tirne, but spill over
into the entire life of the clergyperson. Often at a . unconscious level there is an
expectation that the minister is the "resident holy man or woman," and together with
hisher family will live a mode1 Christian Life style. These expectations ofien are felt
more intensely in the small t o m and in srnall churches where there is less space
between public and private Me. (Gilbert, 1987, p.5)

Accordingly for immigrant service providers, the smaller the ethnic cornrnunity,

the less distance found between public and private life. All participants i n t e ~ e w e d
Lived
in a city of 600,000 people. The size of their communities ranged ftom a few hundred to
a few thousand. The chances of seeing people fiom their community either in a social

setting or simply walking down the street are quite high. Living in a larger centre such as
Toronto or Vancouver, could result in less intensity and stress felt from client
expectations.

The h a 1 sub-theme discussed in this section deals with the community talking
about the worker, usually not in a constructive manner. Information on this dynamic is
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discussed in Boers' (1999) book: Never Call Them Jerks, Healehy Responses to Difficult
Behavior. The author discusses the increase in conflict within the church which is often
directed at the leaders.

Some believe that dï££ïcult behavior or gross ulcivility in church, especialiy toward
pastors, is worsening.. .. Speaks of a proliferation of congregational conflicts in
which the pastor is the target.. . Several years ago Rabbi Edwin Friedman, a familysystems therapisî, also observed an extraordinary increase in church and synagogue
upheavals during the p s t twenty years. (Boers, 1999, p. 3)

Boers (1999) affirms the research h d i n g that people in community leadership
work are often dealing with difficult behaviour targeted at the worker, as highlighted in
the case of one participant who was unable to assist with a client appointment. "[The
client] gets upset, they go to different places and they t a k about you, that you are I a q ,
that you don? want to do things."(4)

The main focus of the book is how leaders can "understand, respond to, and deal
with difficdt relationships and behavior" (Boers, p. 5). Boers looks at how groups within
the church relate to each other, considering multigenerational patterns anc! the dynamics

of stability and change.

Boers assists leaders in understanding possible underlying

causes of difficult behaviour. He also explores both healthy and unhealthy responses to
challenging people at work. The book ends with 'Yhe essentials of attending to, focusing
on, and taking care of ourselves." (p. 7) This includes taik of self-examination and selfawareness which are consistent with the concepts in cross-cultural social work practice.

Through his book, Boers provides a resource which could be helpfid for training and
support of immigrant service providers.
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FarniIy and Social Life Cross with Work
As in the previous sections, much literature can be found which discusses an
emerging theme found hi my research; the effects of work on family and social life.
Rabbi Edwin H. Friedman (1985) discusses families in church and synagogue using a
family systems approach. He looks at families within the congregation, the congregation

as a family system and families of clergy. He acknowledges that stresses faced by clergy
families can include: isolation, "fish bowl" environment, high expectations, heavy work
load and having difficulty h d i n g fiends you can really tmt (p. 277). Friedman also
notes that al1 of these stresses can be felt by families in a variety of situations, incIuding
doctors, military personnel and politicians. There is one dynamic, however, which is
unique to a clergy family. That is the "intensity of the emotional interlock between work

and home. For clergy, more than for any other professional, work and family system
plug al1 too easily into one another and significant changes in either system may be
quicker to unbalance the othef (p. 279).

The immigrant participants indicated a definite link between home and work life
and al1 acknowledged that their spouse, more so than children, had difficulty with aspects
of this link. While in concept, both immigrant service providers working in their own
cornmunity, and faith group leaders experience a connection between home and work
life, the dynamics of these connections have both sirnilarities and differences. In the
findings, one participant related the experience of a colleague who was divorced and
therefore lost respect fi-om community members who were also the clientele. In talking
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with clergy couples, it is evident that they also feel the need to be a model couple and get
ccpressureto live up to the image other people have of the pastor and his family" (Mace &
Mace, 1980, p. 49). Both groups are faced with Iack of privacy and high expectations for
being a role model in the community. Beyond this, there are differences in the effects on
the spouse of an immigrant s e ~ c provider
e
as compared to that of clergy.

TraditionaLly, the spouse of clergy, usually the wife, was expected to support her
husband and contribute to the work o f the church. This is quite different from the
participants, where the spouse does not have any ties to o r expectations fkom the
employer. It is interesting, however, that one participant's spouse has become his "best
volunteei'(3), rnirroring the traditional role of a pastor's wife.

It has been acknowledged that there is a shift in clergy couples where the spouse
has hisher own profession outside of the church. The dynamics of this situation are more
similar to that of the immigrant service providers. The only writbgs found specific to a
spouse working outside of the church state that high expectations for the spouse may stiU
be prevalent upoo hiring a new rninister. The importance of c1-g

the role of the

spouse with the parishioners pnor to acceptïng an assignrnent is emphasized (Mace &
Mace, 1980).

Considerable parallels are noted between the lives of the participants in this study
and the lives of faith group leaders when looking at the cross over of work into social life.
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This can be seen particularly in the area of maintaining Eends from within the
community.

Because meaningfid relationships dissolve loneliness, it is helpful to consider the
pattern of clergy fiendships outside the minister's family. Severd studies indicate
clergypersons often experience little clear separation between work, family,
recreation, and personal privacy. Consequently there is strong evidence that a large
number of parish ministers have difficulty establishing and maintaining close
personal friendships, especiaIly ones that are characterized by mutual tmst and selfdisclosure. (p. 81)

The main clifference between the immigrant s e ~ c providers
e
and the faith group
leaders is that the participants -kthis shidy consciously distanced themselves from their
community but they did not mention many alternatives to replace this support. Religious
leaders have rernoved themselves e o m close involvement with many of the parishioners,
however, other support systems have been put in place to compensate for this. For

immigrant service providers, workplaces have not explored or implemented systems
which could take the place of the reduction in social contacts and supports.

An

understanding of how clergy have adapted would be usefiil for immigrant service
providers working with their own community.

In Caring for the Caresver (1992), Harbaugh presents growth models for
professional leaders and congregations. One chapter o~ltlinesdifferent models of support
provided by 16 different religious bodies. Harbaugh states that there is
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no assumption that there is one '%est" way to provide leadership suppoa. However,
it is assumeci that we ail can leam h m other denominations and religious groups.
Each approach that follows shares a common concem to be supportive and each
angle of vision offers something special that is worth considering. (Harbaugh, 1992,
P. 10)
Religious groups represented include, among others, AGican Methodist Episcopal,
Eastern Orthodox Church, Southem Baptist Convention, Reform Judaism, United Methodist
and Roman Catholic.

Types of support Vary fkom parish or congregational support

cornmittees, to national, regional or local bodies with the mandate to provide private
insurance for counselling. The benefit of explorhg this literature is that first, the dynamics
faced by clergy are similar to those of immigrant h u m a . service providers working with
their own community. Second, the values, cultural and spiritual Merences among faith
groups are parallel to the differences present among service providers. This can translate
into different needs and expectations for training and support. Third, there is enough in the
existing and emerging literature which ranges fiom prirnarïly spiritual means of coping to
the more social, emotional and psychological. Individual workers will have individual
needs and value bases which will determine the best support for them in their work.

Impact of Job Affects Attitude and Approach to Work
Analysis of the interviews with immigrant human seMce providers shows that
participants alter the way in which they approach their work based on their experiences in
the job over tirne. While it is very normal for experience, matunty and tirne to change
any person's approach to their work, the ways in which the work change are sirnilar for
al1 participants: not giving home telephone numbers; reducing hours of overtirne worked;
dealing with high expectations and negative feedback; and distancing themselves fkom
social ties with the community.
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Significant similarities have been established between the effects on the lives of
immigrant service providers who work with their own community and the lives of faith
group leaders. Given these sirnilarïties, there is great potential for immigrant service
providers to take advantage of the knowledge gained by faith group leaders and educators
on ways of coping, training and support needs. While the review of clergy Literature was
not nearly exhaustive, examples have been provided of how this discipline could be
useful when considering training, support and changing the approach to the participant's
service provision.

Another area of the faith group literature which could be of great relevance and
benefit for immigrant service providers is around the subject of boundaries for clergy.
Given the link between work and home, it is no surprise that

Dealing with boundaries is one of the most significant challenges those of us who
h c t i o n in leadership roles in rninistry face. This is primarily because the nature of
ministry means that boundaries are usually not well defïned.... It is our
responsibility as ministers to understand our roles, stay cognizant of our power and
authority, and stay clear on our boundaries in order to fidfill our cornmitment to
maintain the integris of our ministerial relationships. (Fortune, 1996, p. 79)

Both the challenges and the necessity for immigrant service providers to consider
boundaries in their work is clear in this statement. While this became evident for many
participants, they see it as a necessary evil; the "Canadian way9'(2) which was easier but
not right for the community. Perhaps fiuther exploration of how various faith group
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leaders deal with the issue of boundaries can provide an alternative to both overextension on the one hand, and a cold approach on the other.

If we as muiisters are to accomplish our mission and fultill our leadership
responsibilities, we must attend to boundaries. The church should be a place where
boundaries are predictable, that is, where there is consistency and continuity.
Predictability of boundaries should not be confused with rigidity and control.
Clarity does not equal rigidity.. .. AU persons in roles of leadership should convey
clear messages about boundaries; this will enable trust to grow with i n t e m .
(Fortune, 1996, p. 83)

Appropriate boundaries for immigrant seMce providers within their own
communities need not be either rigid or controlling. Further readings on boundaries in
the clergy recognized that boundaries are culturaily defined; that "pnvacy and other

comected issues like pnvate space, interpersonal boundaries, and private property are
ultirnately culturally informed concepts and practices" ( L k , 1996, p. 60). By exploring
various models of support derived by different religious groups, understanding the
experiences of clergy who face similar expectations and challenges and being sensitive

to cultural and value differences within the therapeutic relationship and the larger
mainstream, immigrant senrice providers can better understand the challenges faced
when working with their own comrnunity.

Differences Between Immigrant Service Providers and Faith Group Leaders
While there are many similarities in the challenges that these two groups of
senrice providers face as a result of their work, it is important to aclaiowledge that there
are also differences in their environments. Most immigrant service providers work in a
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setting where there is a s u p e ~ s oavailable
r
for consultation and support on a daily basisMany faith group leaders work in relative isolation kom direct supervision. According to
Professor 1. Fast Dueck, (personal communication, November 15, 2000), instructor of
practical theology at Canadian Mennonite University in Maaitoba, faith group leaders in

many denominations often have access to senior leaders (pastors, bishops, rabbis, etc.)
who offer advice and support. The advantage of this type of support is that the senior
person will usually have lived the experience of working within a particular cornmunit.

as a leader- In the case of immigrant service providers, supervisors are not necessariiy
fkorn an ethnic minority culture, and therefore may not be able to relate first band to the
experiences of the worker.

In other situations, faith group leaders have support groups organized fiom the
community or congregation.

This often occurs when the congregation takes

responsibility to hire the leader (I.F. Dueck, persona1 communication, November 15,
2000). While this is different than the arrangement for many immigrant seMce providers

hired by a social service agency, boards of directors or, for some workers, the ethnic
communities who have hired them may consider the advantages of this mode1 for their
setting.

The other difference between the two groups of senrice providers is that faith

group leaders have grown into a profession which, in many cases, demands forma1
training and recognition. This difference can be an advantage for immigrant service
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providers and s u p e ~ s o r who
s are looking for existing resources that address Irahing and
support needs.

Dueck (personal communication, November 15, 2000) talked of personal
experience when she was advised, as a commwity pastor, not to befiïend people in the
church. This was a tremendous challenge given the amount of time spent with the
congregation. While this is similar to the experiences of immigrant service providers,
Dueck could, once completing her term as pastor, attend any number of different
Mennonite churches in the same city. Most immigrant seMce providers in a city the size
of Winnipeg do not have another ethnic community where they could go and socialize.

While the environrnents of faith group leaders and unmigrant service providers do
differ in a number of aspects, it is these very differences which could offer insight into

training and support options for the latter group and their supervisors.

Surnrnarv of Discussion
Developing cultural and self-awareness among staffis important for any agency. In
an ethnically-diverse setting it cm lead to articulation of rhe causes of stress between what

the agency administration feels is an appropriate way to approach service delivery, how the
coumeilor may feel about doing certain tasks and what is necessary in meeting the clients
expectations of what is helpfùl. Concerns and ideas of minority counsellors must be heard
and taken senously, even if it means drastic changes need to be made on an agency's service
methods. Supervisors c m become more aware of their cultural biases in evaluatioos and
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assessments Diagnostic assumptions may need to be dtered and more Eiexibility in
treatment allowed. Positive changes such as these are only possible if staff development
o p p o h t i e s facilitate cultural self-awareness and expression.

As a minonty worker, staff may not feel that they have the power Do speak up
about their concerns unless the process of staff deveIopment is empowering and a safe
environment is created to address issues they raise.

There must be a nurtunng

environment so that ail c m adapt toward a goodness o f f i Using the resources fkorn the
expenences of faith group leaders rnay greatly assist supervisors, trainers and immigrant
service providers themselves in understanding the impact of working with their own
communities.

Although differences between the lives of faith group leaders and

immigrant s e ~ c providers
e
do exist, the similarities are significant enough -that insight

may be gained into the development of training and support for immigrant staff.

Conclusion and Recomrnendations

CHAPTER SIX: Conclusion and Recommendations

It would be difficult to find a hurnan service provider who has not had to deal

with difficult clients or long days on the job. Most will also have experienced differences
in opinion between themselves and their supervisor regarding the best approach in dohg
their work. While these experiences are common to many people, rny observation when
w o r h g with immigrant service providers was that, somehow, immigrant workers faced
challenges beyond those encountered by colleagues who were not working within their
own ethnic community. The question asked which led to this study is: W o w are the lives
of immigrant service providers who work within their own cornmunities affected by their

work?"

The following summarizes the major points drawn from the data analysis,
identifies the limitations and strengths of the study, outlines recornrnendations wbich
corne out of the research and suggests areas for fûrther study.

General comments

referring to "immigrant service providers" or workers are based on the findings of this
study and imply that the worker is serving hisher own community.

Results of the Study

Four Main Themes:
1) Immigrant service providers are public figures in their community, creating
significant challenges: they are recognized by everyone in the community; are seen as
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role models and leaders; and there is pressure to maintain a positive reputation and
good image in order to be given credibility in their work. The need for confidentiality
is paramout. Maintaining confidentiality in a relatively small cornmunity c m have
the eEect of eliminating people as fnends.
2) A lot of work is done which is outside of the immigrant service provider's job

description as a result of being caught between differing and unrealistic expectations
Eom clients who are f?om the same ethnic community and employers. At times,
clients' requests or actions create ethical dilemmas for service providers. Immigrant
service providers need to deal with differences between the expectations of clients
and the way their supenisor expects them to do their work. They are often asked
personal questions and/or given personal invitations for social events outside of work
hours. If seMce providers cannot or do not meet the expectations of clients, the
consequence may be that there is negative gossip about the worker in the comunity.
3) Immigrant service providers' work lives cross into their home and social circles; this

ofien happens through phone calls, personal invitations, family members hearing
about the worker fkom community members talking or through social activities with
their children which put them in contact with clients. Participants' social lives are

affected in a number of ways: clients choosing not to be friends; workers choosing
not to socialize with clients; workers withdrawing fiom social or community events
due to the presence of clients.
4) The impact of the work on their lives in turn affects the way immigrant service

providers approach their work and on their attitude toward the work; more distance is
created between work and home, less hours are worked and negative and unfair
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feedback is not taken as personaUyYBoth rewards and challenges are experienced in
their work. However, when focussing only on working with their own cornmunity,
there are more challenges than rewards.

Other Observations
5 ) Participants state that the reason for the degree of socializing or not with their own
community is partially due to the job and partially due to their nature.
6) For some participants, a "Canadian" approach to the work feels cold and distant. This

approach is not appropriate or cornfortable for their commUILity.

7) Client expectations are not as high or unrealistic when the client is fiom a different
ethnic community than that of the service provider.

8) Limited research has been done about the impact of their work on immigrant service
providers' lives. This is supported by participants' comments that they had never
been asked about this before.
9) Faith group leaders expenence similar challenges as those faced by immigrant service

providers.

Literature on faith group Ieaders c m be a resource to educators,

supervisors and immigrant service providers in considering how to deal with the
work's impact on the service providers' lives.

Limitations and Strendhs of this Studv
It is acknowledged that this study is exploratory and qualitative in nature. It
therefore cannot be generalized to al1 groups. This study focuses mainly on service
providers and their relationship with supervisors. The worker's relationship with the
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client is not addressed, This research also focuses more on the impact of the work on the
immigrant service providers rather than strategies for coping. Finally, validation of the
data was done with only two people, both of whom 1had known previously-

Strengths of this study include the use of a qualitative methodology.

This

approach allows the actual voices of the participants to be heard in the h d i n g s . It allows
for discovery of human nature and social phenomena that offer awareness and knowledge
integral to practice, The fact that 1 lmew some of the participants gave the research
credibility in their eyes.

A level of trust was possible in order to dive deep into the

challenges of their work. Based on both the limitations and the strengths of this study, a
nurnber of recommendations can be made for consideration, expIoration, action and
M e r study.

Recommendations

1) Given that there is lKnited literature that exists about this topic, and that participants

had not been asked about the impact before, it is safe to assume that many supervisors
and places of employrnent are simply not aware of how immigrant workers' lives are
affected. Employers of immigrant service providers who are expected to work with
their own communities should recognize the effects on the worker and should explore

ways to address the impact.
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2) Supervisors should be open to discuss job descriptions with immigrant service
providers as there may be certain concrete tasks that can be perfonned that will assist
the workers in developing trust and a positive relationship in the community.
3) Supervisors should discuss the possibility of mixed caseloads (some fiom own
community, others fiom different community) with immigrant service providers so
the pressures of working with one's own community may be offset somewhat by
worklng with other client groups as well.

4) In generâl, the implications of the h d i n g s should be considered by social work
educators and supervisors in order to give attention to issues of support, self-care and
areas for M e r study. Implications of the findings point to the need for a better
understanding on the part of supervisors and employers of the pressures faced by
minority workers. Cdtural sensitivity training may be developed which could assist
both insiders in understanding the persona1 effects and outsiders to beware of and
sensitive to these effects. Finally, this research can provide insight into appropnate
supports and expectations on the part of agencies to assist workers to be increasingly
effective in the workplace and to maintain healthy lives.

5) Immigrant service providers, with the support of management, should explore ways
to increase positive recognition of their work and the skills required to be effective.
6) Educators and schools of social work need to consider the impact of the work on
immigrant service providers' lives and include these issues and ways to address these
concerns in their curricula.
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7) Educators, supervisors and immigrant service providers should expf ore the literature
regarding the lives of faith group leaders to i d e n w and use relevant areas for
supervision, training and support.

Areas for Further Study

1) Given the limited amount of literature available on this topic, further study on this

same research question could affirm, add to or challenge the findings presented here.
2) Research on this same topic could explore whether or not variables among

participants have an effect on the hdings.

Variables could include: immigrant

service providers living in larger cities; differences between workers who had a
previous career or training in human services and those who did not; differences
between male and fernale; single or married; similarity in social class or differences
between various immigration categories (refugee versus independent immigrant).
3) A large amount of data was collected which could be used in M e r research to

develop accurate job descriptions and assist in developing training needs, competency
and performance evaluations.
4) Further exploration of resources avdable for faith group leaders and their relevance

to immigrant service providers should be conducted.

5) Other rninority s e ~ c providers
e
may experience similar challenges as those in this
study. Research could be done with aboriginal social workers working within their
own communities or senice providers working in a rural community to determine the
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impact of their work on their effectiveness on the job and their health at home.
Resources found in the literature on faith group leaders may also be of use for these
groups.

Final Words
One of the individuals interviewed in this research did not meet the criteria for the

was not included in the fixldings. While the person
study. The data fiom this i n t e ~ e w
does not provide seMce to her own ethnic comrnunity, she does work with many
colleagues who are in the same environment as those i n t e ~ e w e din this study. 1 have
chosen to end this thesis by sharing some of the words of this person as they so
articufately represent the observations 1have had which led me to explore this topic and
they also reflect much of the heart and tone of the hdings.

1am interested in this topic because so few have shown interest in what is happening
to the people who are dealing with newcomers, the service providers. If this
research cornes back to the service providers, it will really make a difference in the
quality of work and in their liveç. Tt will ident* the issues, it will heIp the service
providers to deliver the service in a professional manner. It will be giving them
feedback.
To the researcher:

Give them the opportunity to pou. out their hearts and see what is happening, how
what they are doing so deeply in the whole road of life is affecthg their own lives.
People are working, consuming themselves, burning out. It is very intense. This is
an opportuniv to give more respect for the people who are doing the job because the
people are not growing. The people are not moving ahead.
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To the service providers:
yourself, don't take it persondy. Don't be done in this field.
Get s u p e ~ s i o ntnrst
,
Don't isolate yourself in thïs field. Think wide. And you will do ok.
To the s u p e ~ s o r s :

The s e ~ c providers
e
need status. You need to re-assure them that they have status,
that they are dohg a meanin*
job. Give them challenging things. Open their
min& and give them chdlenges. Tell them 1am supporting yoy 1 trust you, this is
the piece of information you lack, this is the professionalism that you have to work
with, elevate them. What they do is valid and important. Don't be &Gd of the
service providers growing.
You are giving an example, you are a role model. Train them, ask them, listen to
them, push them. Recognize the abilities, the wisdom, the skiIl and the years of
experience that they have. 5
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Appendices

A ~ ~ e n dA:
i x Glossarv of Terms

The following terms are used frequently in this thesis. These definitions best descnbe
how 1 refer to these terms when used in the context of this research,
Culturally appropriate services. Services that are designed to meet the needs of clients
fiom diverse cultural backgrounds.
Cultural diversity. Differences between people based on their values, beliefs, customs
and noms. These differences are seen in people's thoughts and behaviour.
CulturaI sensitivity. Awareness of cultural values, beliefs, ass-mptions and behaviours
in one's self and in others. Not irnposing one's own culture on others.
Culture. Ideas, values, customs, traditions and beliefs shared by a group of individuals
who have similar Oistoncal backgrounds. Culture changes over tirne and with different
experiences.
Dominant. A group that is most advantaged due not to numbers but power.
Ethnicity. Combination of ancestry, history and religion.
Immigrant. A person who cornes to a coutry to live on a permanent basis.
Minority. A group subjected to unequal and differential treatment based on lack of
power, not in nurnbers.

Refugee. A person who flees their country to escape danger or persecution.
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Appendix B: Guideline for Interviews

Prior to beginning the interview, the consent form will be reviewed and the voluntary
nature of the participation will be emphasized. It will be stressed that participants can
pass on any question and do not need to give any explanation for doing so.
Questions in regular type indicate those used to begin discussion and to invite dialogue
with the participant. They are intended to be broad and open ended in nature. Questions
in italics are meant as a guide or probes for myself d d g the interview if required.

Background Information
The followùig questions will be asked of al1 participants in order to give a context and
possibly point to some cornmonalties arnong participants when considering emerging
themes.
Gender
Age of respondent
Education in home country
Occupation in home country
Education or training in Canada (if applicable)
Current occupation
Length of tirne in this occupation
Date of arriva1 in Canada
Immigration category (family sponsored, refugee, etc.)
Part of which community/ies in Canada
Marital status
Nurnber and ages of children (if any)
Other family members in Manitoba
Main clientele served (% of time with members of own community)

How / why did you enter the human servicefield in Canada?
Interview Guideline for Generaf and Probing Questions
It will be important to inform the participant there are no right or wrong answers,
examples or illustrations. Anything that is said is relevant, valuable and welcome. 1 will
encourage discussing specific events, assuring them that no details will be used which
could identiQ them or the people to which they refer. I will also encourage people to talk
about work, home and comrnunity life in general or in story form and not to be concerned
if they think it specifically speaks to the research question. This may require a summary
of qualitative methods and how, with a story, themes can emerge.
Life at work
Tell me about a day at your work.. .
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Describe what you are expected to do in your work
Describe what you do
m a t are the expectations of you fi-orn your s u p d o r ?
m a t are your own expectations?
What are your colleague's qectations?
What are your client's ~ e c t a t i o n of
s you, about your job?
Do you feelyou rneet these expectations? - why or why no??
What do you like the best about your work?
What do you like the least about your work?

Can you think of an incident(s) that was very pleasing to you?
m a t made it pleasing?
When do you feel good about your work? example
Can yotr think of an incident(s) ~ h awas
t dzpcultforyou?
m a t made it dzflmlt?
m a t makes you feel bad about yotrr work? example
Tell me about your clients-..

Who are they, where are theyflom, are they yourfi-ends?
Ifthey are, how does this affect your work? - elaborate

Life in the Comrnunity / Social Supports
Tell me about your life outside of work hours.. .
Are these same people those that you see as clients?
Are rheïe clients who do not live close to you, but who yozr see socially ?
How often do you see these people?
1s your interaction more social or work related?
Can you describe examples of these interactions?
How did these interactions make you feel?
Do you find it dzfinrlt to havefnends as clients? (z~applicable)-eluborate
How separate does yozr view your community and home lfefi-om work?
How often do yozr receive work-related calIs outside of work hozrrs? exampies.
How do you feel about this - do you view this as work?
How do you react?
How active are you in your community? explain

-d~fferencesin "community"?
Ifyou did not work in thisjob, how mtrch time would you spend doing the same things in
the communify?
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Ifyou did not do this work, what type of activities wouldyou be doing in the comrnunity?
Home life
Who is in your family in Canada?
Tell me about how your family feels about your work.. .

Do you feel that your work has an efect on your family?
Can you give examples?
Do you anduryour family attend cornmunis, events?
Ifso. how does this effect you /family?
How much time did you spend taking about your work in your home country?
Where do you tumfor support?

Ifyou could do it al1 over, would you do this job again?
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Appendix C: Letter of Introduction

To: Immigrant Service Providers
Greetings,
1 am interested in speaking with people who have immigrated to Canada and who now
work in a job where they provide social services to members of their own community.

Social seMces may include settlement, employment or other types of counselling, socid
work, training courses, etc. The purpose of speaking with these s e ~ c providers
e
is to ask
how their lives are affected by working with other people fkom their own cultural / ethaic
community.

Ifyou are willing to speak about this, you will be asked to have one interview with me
whicn is expected to last about 1 1/2 to 2 hours. The interview can be scheduled at a time
and place convenient to both you and me. During the interview, 1 will ask you to tell me
about your experiences of providing services to people fkom your own community. We
will focus on how these experiences have affected your life at work, in the comrnunity and
at home.
The information gathered fkom these i n t e ~ e w will
s
be kept confidentid. 1will not tell
other people who 1 have interviewed. The information will be Iooked at for comrnon
themes among participants. The complete results will be presented in the form of a thesis
for the School of Social Work and the University of Manitoba, where 1am a student. Your
name will not appear in the report. A summary of the results wiU be given to you if you are
interested.
1hope that the results of this study will help supervisors, coileagues, educators and trainers
to understand what life may be like for you when you need to balance the expectatiom of
your workplace and of the people you serve.

If you would like to speak with me about this andor if you wodd like more detailed
,
c d me at the number below as soon
information before you consider au i n t e ~ e wplease
as possible, preferably before Friday, Februaxy 4, 2000. If 1am not there, please Isave a
message with your name and phone number and I wiIl return your cal1 as soon as I am able.
Thank you,
Deb Zehr
Tel:
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AppendWE D: Consent Form

The purpose of this study is to explore the effects of being a human service provider on
the lives of immigrant workers who serve people fiom their own cuItural andor ethnic
corrununity. 1hope that the results of this study will help supervisors, educators and
trainers to understand what life is like for you when you need to balance the expectations
of your workplace and of the people you serve.

1 am a social work student at the University of Manitoba. I am being s u p e ~ s e dby
Professor Esther BIurn. Professors Lyn Ferguson and Nancy Higgitt will be assisting me
by providing their advice and expertise. Esther Blum is the only advisor who may have
access to the actual information you give to me, although your name will never be
attached. She also must keep the information confidential.
Participation in this study means you agree to joui me for one interview wfuch will last
approximately 1.5 to 2 hours. In this i n t e ~ e w 1, will ask you to tell me about your
experiences of providing services to people fiom your own community. We will focus
on how these experiences have affected your life at work, in the community and at home.

I am hoping to tape record the interview, should you be comfortable with this. Ail tapes
will be erased d e r the final report is cornplete plus one year. If you do not wish to be
tape recorded, 1 understand and 1 will either take notes during or after the interview.
Should you ask to see the transcnpts or notes of the interview, 1will be pleased to share
this with you.
Results of dl interviews will be compared for common themes. There may be tirnes
where 1 will want to use specific uiformation you have shared in order to show these
themes. Any in£ormation that could identi& you will be taken out or altered (without
changing the meaning) so that everything you Say is anonymous. Your name will not
appear in the report. If there is any doubt about confidentiality, you will be consulted
prior to completing the report.
Answering any question is always optional. You may stop your involvement at any tirne,
including removing the information you have provided. If you do, you will not be
penalized in any way. Sometirne talking about stressful experiences can bring up mixed
ernotions. If this happens during or after our interview, and you would like to speak with
someone about it, you will be offered support free of charge appropnate to your needs.
A11 participants will receive a summary of the final report. Please feel fiee to caU me if
you have any concerns o r questions at the numbers below. Ifyou wish, you may also cal1
Esther Blum at (tel).
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I agree to participate in the meetings and to have the information used in this research:

Date
1agree to have my interview(s) tape recorded:

Date

De6 Zehr
Address:
Tel:
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Appendiv E: Agreement to Provide Counseiïing;

The purpose of this study is to explore the eEects of being a human service provider on
the lives of immigrant workers who serve people fiom their own culturai andor ethnic
cornmunit.. I hope that the results of this study will help supervisors, educators and
trainers to understand what work is like for these workers when they need to balance the
expectations of workplace and clientele.
1 am a social work student at the University of Manitoba. 1 am behg s u p e ~ s e dby
Professor Esther Blum. Professors Lyn Ferguson and Nancy Higgitt will be assisting me
by providing their advise and expertise.

You are being requested to offer counselling £tee of charge to participants in this study if
their participation causes emotional distress or otherwise affects their psychological wellbeing.
Should you wish, you may receive a summary of the final research report.
Any concems or questions c m be directed to me or to Esther Blum at (tel).

1 agree to offer counselling services as outlined above. 1 am aware of and agree with
conditions of codidentiality should this service be provided.

Name

Deb Zehr
Address:
Tel:

Date

